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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION
The Role of Angular Momentum in the Interplay Between Disk Galaxies and Their
Host Dark Matter Halos: Corollaries for the Hubble Fork Diagram
A majority of disk galaxies host stellar bars that regulate and amplify the flow of
angular momentum, J , between disks and their parent dark matter (DM) halos.
These bars constitute the prime factor driving internal galaxy evolution. Yet, a non-
negligible fraction of disks lack this morphological feature, which led to adoption
of the Hubble Fork Diagram. The complex evolution of barred galaxies has been
studied by means of numerical simulations, complemented by observations. Despite
prolonged efforts, many fundamental questions remain, in part because cosmological
simulations still lack the necessary resolution to account for resonant interactions
and simulations of isolated galaxies have ignored the cosmological spin of halos. The
goal of my thesis is to analyze the J-redistribution in barred galaxies embedded in
spinning DM halos, and quantify the DM response. Using high-resolution N -body
stellar and DM numerical simulations, I model and analyze the dynamical and sec-
ular evolution of stellar bars in disk galaxies and their DM counterparts —induced
DM bars in spinning halos with a range of cosmological spin parameter   ⇠ 0 0.09.
Using a novel method to create initial conditions for the self-consistent equilibrium
disk-halo systems, and evolving them for 10 Gyr, I follow the basic parameters of
stellar and DM bars, including their observational corollaries. My conclusions are
based on nonlinear orbit analysis which quantifies the orbit trapping by the reso-
nances. My main results emphasize a new effect: the DM halo spin has a profound
effect on the evolution of stellar and DM bars. Specifically, with increasing   in the
prograde direction: (1) stellar bars develop faster dynamically, but (2) experience
a reduced growth during the secular phase of evolution, and basically dissolve for
  > 0.06. These disks can represent the unbarred branch of galaxies on the Hubble
Fork Diagram; (3) the stellar bar pattern speeds level off and lose less J ; and (4) the
stellar bars exhibit ratios of corotation-to-bar radii, R
CR
/R
bar
> 2, representing the
so-called slow bars without offset dust lanes. Furthermore, I find that (5) the induced
DM bars reach maximal amplitudes which strongly depend on  , while those of the
stellar bars do not; (6) efficiency of resonance trapping of DM orbits by the DM
bars, their masses and volumes — all increase with  ; (7) contribution of resonant
transfer of J to the DM halo increases with   as well. (8) prograde and retrograde
DM orbits play different roles in J-transfer. (9) Finally, I find that dependence of
DM response on   has important implications for a direct detection of DM and of
the associated stellar tracers, such as ’streamers.’ Additional results relate the above
analysis of corotating disks and halos with those of the counter-rotating ones.
KEYWORDS: dark matter, galaxy evolution, galaxy formation, galaxies kinematic
and dynamics
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Chapter 1 Introduction and Theory
1.1 The Hubble Tuning Fork Diagram
Astronomers debated the make up of spiral-shaped nebulae until the early 20th
century, when Edwin Hubble made the crucial discovery that these nebulae were
in fact independent galaxies that exist outside the Milky Way. [40] This discovery
dramatically changed the size of the known universe. In an attempt to make sense
of these new observations and develop a coherent theory of galaxy evolution, Hubble
created a diagram sequencing the observed morphologies of galaxies in the local
universe. An example of the Hubble Fork sequence can be seen in Figure 1.1.
The Hubble Fork diagram can be divided into two main parts: elliptical galaxies
and spiral galaxies. Hubble ranked elliptical galaxies based on their ellipticity from
E0 (spherical) to E7 (increasingly elliptical). The right-hand part of the diagram
shows the spiral galaxies. These are characterized by compactness of the spiral arms
and by the prominence of the spheroidal stellar component. The Sa spirals, for
example, are tightly wound, whereas the Sc spirals are more loosely wound. The
spiral galaxies are further divided into two groups: those hosting central bar-shaped
feature and those that do not. This bifurcation explains the origin of the name of
the Hubble Fork diagram, which resembles a musical tuning fork. The spiral arms in
barred galaxies start at the end of the bar, instead near the central bulge, as in the
non-barred galaxies. Barred spirals have a "B" in their classification. An "SBc" is
thus a loosely-wound barred spiral galaxy.
Because this diagram was originally championed as an explanation of galaxy evo-
lution, with galaxies flattening and producing spirals as they age, galaxies not fitting
into this classification are deemed ’Irregular’. Astronomers still use this terminology
to classify galaxies but accept that galaxy evolution is much more complicated than
this simple diagram would suggest.
This thesis focuses specifically on the dynamics of the stellar bar and how it
influences the evolution and morphology of the galaxy as a whole. Stellar bars are
1
Figure 1.1: This version of the Hubble Fork Diagram was created using Sloan Digital
Sky Survey images of galaxies and is discussed in Yin et al. (2014). [23]
responsible for shifting angular momentum throughout the galaxy (e.g., Lynden-Bell
& Kalnajs (1972) [57], Shlosman et. al (1989) [97], Pfenniger & Norman (1990) [72],
and Kormendy & Kennicutt (2004) [49]). This redistribution is the main internal
driver of galaxy evolution and is triggered by gravitational torques in the system.
Gravitational torques play a major role in angular momentum transfer at all spatial
and temporal scales, and in a broad range of systems; for example, the Earth-Moon
systems, planetary systems, stellar binaries, formation of compact objects, galaxy
interactions, and many more. At some instances they act on dynamical timescales,
a time comparable with the crossing time of the system. In other instances, they
act on timescales much longer than dynamical ones — secular timescales, e.g., in
accretion disks.
A stellar bar breaks the axial symmetry of the disk and dramatically amplifies
gravitational torques within the system. The influence of gravitational torques on the
galaxy does not depend on how the bar is formed. There are two primary modes of
bar formation. First, this symmetry breaking can be spontaneous (e.g., Hohl (1971)
[37], Athanassoula (1992b) [4], Sellwood & Wilkinson (1993) [92], and Knapen et
al. (1995a and 1995b [46] [47]). Or it can result from outside influence, such as
2
flybys, mergers or other mechanisms of external triggering (e.g. Holmberg (1941)
[38], Toomre & Toomre (1972) [101], Noguchi (1987) [66], Gerin et al. (1990) [33]).
If two gravitational quadrapoles are present in the system, for example, a triaxial
DM halo and a stellar bar, the gravitational torques will tend to synchronize their
rotation by the exchange of angular momentum, although the efficiency of this effect
depends on a number of different parameters (e.g., El-Zant & Shlosman (2003) [114]).
1.1.1 Fraction of Barred Galaxies
We would now like to address the prevalence of stellar bars in the universe. The bar
fraction is defined as:
f
bar
=
number of barred spiral galaxies
number of spiral galaxies
, (1.1)
The simplicity of the Hubble sequence might lead one to believe that the frequency
of barred and unbarred disks is equal. This quantity is not easily measured even in
the local universe, but one finds that this is not the case. When only strong bars in
the optical band are included, f
bar
⇠ 0.25  0.3. [87] [88] However bar detection rate
changes greatly when observed at different wavelengths. Bars that are not visible
in optical can appear quite strong in infrared (e.g., Jogee et al. (2004) [42]). When
including such bars, the bar fraction in the local universe is measured as much larger,
f
bar
⇠ 0.65  0.7. [30] [45] [111] [58], [88].
As most of the disk galaxies are barred, one can ask, what is the origin of this
dichotomy in the Hubble Fork diagram? It has been suggested that f
bar
is changing
with redshift, meaning that as galaxies age, they will suffer from the bar instability,
or will be subject to interactions and mergers, or interact with the DM substructure,
and form a bar that will last for the remainder of the disk’s lifetime. This was argued
based on the COSMOS survey (Sheth et al. (2008) [93]), and on the Galaxy Zoo
data (Simmons et al. (2011) [99]; Masters et al. (2014) [62]).
However, the notion that the bar fraction is changing with redshift is contested
by other works that find bar fraction is constant to within a factor of 2, up to
redshift z = 1, based on the GEMS survey (e.g., Jogee et al. (2004) [42]; Marinova &
3
Jogee (2007) [58]). These studies resolve the bar fraction discrepancy by measuring
only the fraction of long bars which can be resolved unambiguously to this redshift.
Smaller bars will disappear at high redshift due to lack of spatial resolution, as shown
explicitly in these works.
The resiliency of galactic bars in numerical simulations so far indirectly supported
the claim of redshift evolution of f
bar
, i.e., that bar fraction increases with the age of
the universe. [5][3] The only way to destroy the bars would be destruction of their
parent disk in galaxy interactions and mergers. The absence of a clear theoretical
criterion for the bar instability puts into question any theoretical arguments in favor
or against the redshift evolution of f
bar
. Simulations show that a hot galactic disk
is known to delay bar formation. Disks at high redshift should be hotter, and this
might lead to a delay in the bar instability in these disks. However, at early times,
the distance between galaxies is much smaller leading to more interactions between
galaxies. This increase in tidally-induced bars can easily offset the lack of sponta-
neously formed bars. Delgado-Serrano et al. (2009) [27] investigated the makeup
of the Hubble Fork diagram six Gyr ago and found that the fraction of ellipticals
changed little compared to z = 0, but the fraction of irregular galaxies grew sub-
stantially. This means that overall there were less spirals at high redshift — but this
effect does not change f
bar
.
In addition to redshift, one might question if the location of a galaxy in the
universe might predict whether or not it will form a bar. Observations [59] find that
the bar fraction does not change when comparing isolated galaxies to galaxies in rich
clusters. Romano-Díaz’s (2008) [82] work explains this puzzling result with numerical
simulations — bars can form by interacting with the DM halo substructure, and this
effect prevails over the environmental differences.
In summary, the existence of the unbarred branch of the Hubble Fork remains
unexplained. The new effect found in this thesis, therefore, illuminates this issue and
provides a possible explanation to this outstanding puzzle.
4
Figure 1.2: Barred Spiral Galaxy NGC 1300: The image was constructed from expo-
sures taken in September 2004 by the Advanced Camera for Surveys onboard Hubble
Space Telescope in four filters. Starlight and dust are seen in blue, visible, and in-
frared light. Bright star clusters are highlighted in red by their associated emission
from glowing hydrogen gas. Due to the galaxy’s large size, two adjacent exposures
with the telescope were necessary to cover the extent of the spiral arms. The galaxy
lies roughly 21 Mpc in the direction of the constellation Eridanus [112].
1.2 The Rotating Bar Potential
In the next section, we discuss the effect of a bar perturbation on stellar orbits near
the bar and far outside it in the disk. We elaborate on the importance of stellar bars
to galaxy evolution by showing how such a perturbation affects stars at all radii and
also on long (secular) timescales.
Figure 1.2 shows an image of NGC 1300, one of the best examples of a strongly
barred spiral galaxy, taken by the Hubble Space Telescope in 2004. [112] When
looking at a beautiful stellar bar like this, it is important to remember that this
photo represents a single snapshot in time. The disk and stellar bar are rotating,
and all of the stars inside the galaxy are also moving along individual orbits. The
5
bar is a large perturbation in potential. When the stars enter the bar, their orbits
become elongated and ’bar-like,’ and the stars become trapped in the bar. This is
quite different from weaker perturbations, such as spiral arms, which do not trap
stars and only weakly edit the stellar orbits.
Stellar bars introduce perturbations on stellar motion. Tangential forces imposed
by the bar are on the order of the radial forces. As a result, bars which tumble in
the direction of the disk rotation, trap a substantial fraction of the disk mass. They
are self-gravitating entities which tumble as solid objects. As they rotate, the stellar
bars brake against the disk, lose angular momentum, and slow down. This slowdown
injects the angular momentum in the outer disk and in the parent DM halo. In
the following section, we will outline how a weak bar-like perturbation affects the
stellar orbits. The advantage of dealing with weak perturbations is that they can be
analyzed analytically, and are indispensable for insight into the dynamics of stellar
bars. Equations of stellar dynamics for the weakly barred disks (e.g., Binney and
Tremaine (2008)[13]) are discussed in the next few paragraphs. The strong bar action
cannot be adequately described analytically.
When analyzing a rotating object, it makes sense to adopt the frame that co-
rotates with the bar, at its angular velocity ⌦
b
. This rotating frame has the effective
potential ( 
eff
):
 
eff
=  (x)  1
2
|⌦
b
⇥ x|2 (1.2)
where the potential ( (x)) of a particle at x is altered by the bar (with a rotation
frequency of ⌦b). The energy E and the angular momentum Lz are not conserved
along the orbits of this system due to the loss of axial symmetry in the potential.
Instead, we rely on the Jacobi energy as a constant of motion for stellar orbits:
E
J
=
1
2
|ẋ|2 +  
eff
(1.3)
The Jacobi energy can be used to solve for the stellar acceleration in terms of the
effective potential.
ẍ =  r 
eff
  2⌦
b
⇥ ẋ (1.4)
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Figure 1.3: This figure portrays a planar orbit and the two characteristic frequencies
of that orbit. Shown are the orbit which forms a rosette in the inertial frame(left),
the circular angular velocity of the star ⌦ in red (middle), and the epicyclic frequency
 in green (right). The epicyclic frequency is the response of the circular orbit to a
small radial perturbation.
From the above outline we see that orbits at all radii are affected by the stellar bar
potential and are dependent on the bar angular velocity. As the stellar bar brakes
against the outer disk and slows down, the trajectories of each star are affected.
Hence, stellar bars serve as an important factor in the evolution of the galaxy.
Resonant Angular Momentum Transfer in a Galaxy: ⌦, , and ⌦
b
Stellar orbits can be approximated by a small offset from a circular orbit. The orbit
can then be described by two characteristic frequencies which are illustrated for a
simple orbit in Figure 1.3. We represent the small offset from the circular orbit
mathematically as:
 (R,⇥) =  0(R) +  1(R) cos(m ⇥) (1.5)
In this equation  0 is the circular orbit and  1 is perturbation caused by the
stellar bar. We set m = 2, which corresponds to the Fourier mode of a weak stellar
bar.  (R,⇥) is a combination of an epicyclic motion (with a radial vibrational
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frequency ) around a guiding circular orbit which rotates with an angular frequency
⌦, illustrated as green and red lines respectively, in Figure 1.3. When ⌦ and/or , or
their combination, coincide with the motion of the bar, ⌦
b
, a resonance occurs. More
strictly, when the radial offset of the circular orbit aligns with the forcing frequency
of the bar (which is an m = 2 mode) the stellar orbits will resonate with the bar.
The following equations indicate where the natural frequency, (R), can match
the driving frequencies:
 = m (⌦  ⌦
b
)
 = 2 (⌦  ⌦
b
)
(1.6)
The positions of resonances are time dependent. As the bar slows down, it traps
more stars and increases its length, R
bar
. The positions of the resonances typically
move to larger radii during this process.
1. Corotation Resonance (CR): ⌦ = ⌦b
Here the guiding center of the circular stellar orbits rotates with the driving
stellar bar potential. The angular frequency of these disk particles coincides
with the angular frequency of the bar.
2. Outer Lindblad Resonance (OLR): ⌦ = ⌦
b
  2
Disk stars that orbit at the OLR are slower than the bar frequency. The OLR
is typically located in the outer disk, outside the bar radius.
3. Inner Lindblad Resonance (ILR): ⌦ = ⌦
b
+

2
Disk stars that orbit at the ILR are rotating faster than the bar frequency.
Depending on the potential of the disk ( (R,⇥)) and the ⌦
b
the disk can
have between zero and two ILRs. If the bar is rotating too fast, no ILR will be
present. When two ILRs are present, they are creatively named the Inner Inner
Lindblad Resonance (IILR) and the Outer Inner Lindblad Resonance (OILR).
4. Other resonances appear at additional integer multiples of . For example
⌦  4 = ⌦b is the Ultra Harmonic Resonance (UHR).
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Stars cannot exchange angular momentum through collisions, so the most efficient
way to move angular momentum to the outer galaxy is through resonant transfer,
i.e., resonant torques. Because periodic orbits close, the orbital period in the rotating
frame is commensurable with the radial period. These orbits are also described as
resonant orbits. Periodic orbits (those that trace themselves in the rotating frame
of the bar) and stable trapped orbits (those that librate around the parent periodic
orbit—these orbits are also called regular), resonate with the stellar bar when ⌦, 
and ⌦
b
are commensurable.
All orbits do not fall under this terminology. Unstable orbits have a divergent
trajectory in phase space from their parent orbit. These orbits are also called ir-
regular or chaotic. This work focuses on orbital analysis of resonant orbits that
are trapped in resonance with the bar, though we do not discount the importance of
chaotic orbits to the stellar bar (See Martinez-Valpuesta et al. (2006) [61]).
Figure 1.4: Orbital resonance with the stellar bar mapped against radius. The stellar
bar rotates as a solid body with a single ⌦
b
at all radii. The ⌦ and  of the disk
depends on the galactic potential and as a result decrease with radius. Note, the bar
will end before corotation, but its effect is felt far outside the bar radius.
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Figure 1.4 identifies where the resonances appear when the orbital frequencies
match that of the stellar bar. The stellar bar’s rotation frequency changes with time,
which modifies positions of the OLR, CR, and ILR and other resonances within the
disk. If the stellar bar is rotating too fast, there is no ILR resonance. Bars can be
a long lasting phenomenon and the bar will lose angular momentum and change its
rotation frequency. When this happens, the resonances will change location and new
orbits will be trapped. Some galaxies have existed for 10 Gyrs without a major merger
(e.g. the Milky Way), which means the bar’s long term evolution will drastically
affect the morphology of the stellar disk by changing shapes of the stellar orbits,
close to the galactic center and at large radii.
1.3 Stellar Bar Interaction with the DM Halo Component
We have not yet mentioned how the most massive component of galaxies is affected
by the stellar bar, but will do so now. Stellar disks reside in live and responsive dark
matter (DM) halos. As the stellar bar slows down and brakes against the disk, it can
also brake against the DM halo. This causes the halo to gain angular momentum
lost by the disk. Stellar disks can act as a source of angular momentum, and DM
halos are perceived as a sink of angular momentum. (e.g,; Sellwood [89]; Debattista
& Sellwood [25], Athanassoula [5], and Martinez-Valpuesta et al. [61]). The flow
of angular momentum has been studied in disk-halo systems for a long time. The-
oretically, we understand that this includes resonant and nonresonant interactions
(e.g., Lynden-Bell & Kalnajs [57], Zang & Hohl [113], Tremaine & Weinberg [102]).
From numerical simulations, this transfer of angular momentum has been detected
when responsive DM halos has been used (Sellwood [89]) and analyzed (Debattista
& Sellwood [25], Athanassoula [5], Martinez-Valpuesta et al. [61], Weinberg & Katz
[108] [107], Dubinski et al. [29], Villa-Vargas et. al [103]). These works focus on J
transfer between barred disks and nonrotating DM halos. In such systems the halo
absorbs J through resonant and nonresonant interactions between DM and stellar
particle orbits ([5],[61],[108],[107]). Dubinski et al. [29] counted about ⇠ 25% of the
halo particles appear to be trapped in major resonances at some time in their orbital
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history. In general, the angular momentum of the disk is expected to flow to the
outer disk and DM halo mediated by the formation and evolution of the stellar bar.
This description of the stellar bar as a source of J and the DM halo as a sink of
J is oversimplified because it is based on numerical simulations of isolated galaxies
with nonrotating DM halos. However, cosmological simulations have shown that DM
halos have a certain fraction of angular momentum. We must now look at the initial
conditions of halo formation and discuss the angular momentum found in the halo.
1.4 Dark Matter Halo Spin and the Tidal Torque Theory
A DM halo’s rotation can be described in terms of a cosmological spin parameter,  
[14], which is defined as:
  ⌘ Jhp
2M
vir
R
vir
v
c
, (1.7)
Where J
h
is the total angular momentum found in the DM halo, M
vir
and R
vir
are the
halo virial mass and radius, and v
c
is the circular velocity at R
vir
. The probability
distribution of halo spin is shown in Figure 1.5. [14] Empirical measurements of halo
spin from cosmological simulations find that halo spin is quite small. The average
value of   is found to be ⇠ 0.03   0.04 within the identified range being   = 0.0 ⇠
0.09. Disks are completely supported by rotation and should have   = 1, so the
fraction of angular momentum found in the DM halos is dynamically insignificant
when compared to the stellar disk, which is supported by rotation.
One can ask, how DM halos can gain their angular momentum. A two-step
process has been suggested based on the results of cosmological simulations. First,
before gravitational collapse, during the time of the halo’s maximum cosmological
expansion, the DM halos gain the angular momentum via gravitational torques.
This is shown by the Tidal-Torque Theory (TTT) [28] [110] [109] [31]. The baryons
naturally follow the DM and initially maintain the same specific angular momentum
j = J/M . The second step happens while the DM halo virializes and baryons cool
down and begin to collapse.
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Figure 1.5: Empirical measurement of the distribution of the cosmological spin pa-
rameter (plotted here from Bullock et al [14] labeled  0) in the histogram, compared
to the log-normal distribution with an average value of     0.035 ± 0.005 and the
width of   = 0.50±0.03. (e.g., Bullock et al. [14]; Hetznecker & Burkert [36]; Knebe
& Power [48]). This figure appears in Bullock et al [14] as Figure 1.
Here we study the angular momentum redistribution in isolated systems. The
contribution of mergers and other processes to the spin acquisition by the DM halos
after they virialize is still under investigation. For example, during a major merger
(a merger where the mass ratio of objects is larger than 1 : 3),   of the parent halo
increases abruptly, but the resulting increase in mass and energy annuls this increase
after additional relaxation time. For a review of this topic see Shlosman 2013 [94], or
results from high-resolution numerical simulations, see Romano-Díaz [84]. There is
an agreement in the literature, that there is no major increase in   during subsequent
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evolution of virialized halos, which justifies our study of isolated systems with fixed  .
While our halos do gain angular momentum from their daughter disks, this addition
of J does lead to a very small increase in   only. In fact, in the models where the
halos gain the most J ,   at t = 0 Gyr is identical to   at t = 10 Gyr to three
significant figures.
Cosmological simulations lack the mass and spatial resolution needed to study
how halos of differing angular momentum affect the disk morphology. Moreover, the
majority of simulations of isolated galaxies are performed with nonrotating halos.
Recently, Saha & Naab [86] have shown that the bar instability is encouraged and
the rise time of the stellar bar instability is shortened with increasing  . But their
analysis was limited to the dynamical phase of evolution just after the bar instabil-
ity and they avoided studying the late stages of bar evolution. This analysis was
confirmed in Petersen et al. [70], though their simulations were also limited to the
dynamical phase of the bar instability. By limiting the experiment to the dynamical
phase, the secular evolution is completely missed.
Furthermore, Long et al. [55] demonstrated that the angular momentum transfer
from disk to halo over the secular regime depends strongly on  . They also find
that the efficiency of angular momentum transfer decreases sharply with increasing
 . This effect is orthogonal to the trend observed in Saha & Naab [86]. We reanalyze
this phenomena while broadening the approach and increasing the range of   under
investigation. We find that effect depends to some degree on the halo shapes, see
Chapter 3.
Chapter 4 analyzes the changes in the DM halo as a response to stellar bar
formation. Our initial conditions have been constructed to include identical disks
inside the DM halos, to emphasize the effect of  . We measure how dependent the
strength, shape, mass, and lifetime of the DM bar that forms as a response to the
stellar bar is on the initial halo spin. In Chapter 5, we introduce simulations of DM
halos that rotate in the opposite direction of the stellar disks. In order to study
the effect of the retrograde rotation we present models with identical stellar disks at
t = 0 Gyr. We present observational evidence for the existence of such systems and
predict how stellar bars will evolve to this environment. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes
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with an outlook on the future of the field and relevant work to be done.
Copyright c  Angela Collier, 2019.
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Chapter 2 Numerics and Initial Conditions
Computational astrophysics is a powerful tool applied to problems that cannot be
resolved analytically or cannot be understood due to the sparseness of observations.
These virtual experiments allow us to gain insight into dominant processes of galaxy
evolution which are quite nonlinear. From these simulations we can predict and
explain observable properties, including those of disk galaxies. We use the N -body
part of the Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH/N -body) code GIZMO, which
is described in [39]. It solves for Newtonian gravitational interactions between point
particles using a tree building method. This method accounts for direct interac-
tions between neighboring particles and approximates interactions between distant
particles, reducing the number of computations from N2 to N logN .
We normalize the physical variables in code units as follows: mass in ⇠ 1010M ,
distance in ⇠ 1 kpc, and time in ⇠ 1 Gyr. The total number of particles per model
is 107, the number of halo particles, N
h
, is 7.2⇥106 and the number of disk particles,
N
d
, is 0.8 ⇥ 106. Using these values we constrain the mass ratio of DM to stellar
particles to be of the order of unity, which helps avoid two-body effects. We neglect
the influence of gas and bulge components which will be studied at a later date. The
results discussed in this thesis rely purely on a resonant response, we do not expect
gas to change the robustness of our effect.
In order to ensure convergence we have completed test runs with double the
number of particles to N
h
= 1.44 ⇥ 107 and N
d
= 1.6 ⇥ 106 for some select models.
The results of these high resolution models exhibited similar evolution, quantitatively
and qualitatively, to the lower resolution models presented here. The number of
particles in the range of ⇠ 106   107 has been found to be sufficient to account for
resonant and nonresonant interactions between the DM halo orbits and stellar orbits
in a simulated galaxy. [29]
For the above particle number and units chosen in this work, we have set the
gravitational softening at ✏ = 25 pc for stars and for DM particles. The opening
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angle of the tree code was reduced by opening the developer mode of GIZMO [39]
and moving the values from ✓ ⇠ 0.5 0.7 used in cosmological simulations to ✓ = 0.4
to increase the quality of the force calculations. Our models are each run for 10
(or more) Gyr. This timescale is expected to be the maximal one for a galaxy to
evolve without a major merger. We maintain an energy conservation of 0.05% and
an angular momentum conservation of 0.03% over the length of these simulations.
2.1 Stellar Disk
We create a purely exponential disk modeled after the Milky Way and other disk
galaxies. The disk volume density is given by
⇢
d
(R, z) =
  M
d
4⇡h2z0
 
e( R/h) sech2
  z
z0
 
, (2.1)
where M
d
is the disk mass, h = 2.85 kpc is the radial scalelength, and z0 = 0.6 kpc
is the vertical scaleheight. R and z are in cylindrical coordinates. We correct the
circular velocities of the disk particles by the asymmetric drift [13]. The radial and
vertical dispersion velocities are assigned as
 
R
(R) =  
R,0
(R)e( R/2h) (2.2)
 
z
(R) =  
z,0
(R)e( R/2h) (2.3)
where  
R,0
= 150 kms 1 and  
z,0
= 100 kms 1.
The disks begin axisymmetric and develop stellar bars. By beginning the simu-
lation with a slightly ’hotter’ disk (e.g, [7]), we can comfortably resolve the initial
dynamical phase of the stellar bar instability.
The goal of this work is to study the effects that the shape and spin of the DM
halo have on the evolution and morphology of the stellar disk. To this end, we place
identical stellar disks inside DM halo with different spin   and shape to analyze the
influence of the halo on disk evolution.
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2.2 Dark Matter Halo
The DM halo density is given by Navarro et al. (1996) [64] (hereafter NFW),
⇢
h
(r) =
⇢
s
e (r/rt)
2
[(r + r
c
)/r
s
](1 + r/r
s
)
2
(2.4)
where ⇢
h
(r) is the DM density in spherical coordinates, ⇢
s
is the (fitting) density
parameter, r
s
= 9 kpc is the characteristic radius, where the power law slope is
(approximately) equal to  2, and r
c
= 1.4 kpc is a central density core. The Gaussian
cutoffs are implemented at r
t
= 86 kpc for the halo and R
t
= 6h ⇠ 17 kpc. Using
these initial conditions the halo-to-disk mass ratio within R
t
is 2.
While velocities of the disk particles can be prescribed analytically, this is im-
possible for the DM halo particles. We use a method of guided evolution introduced
by Rodionov & Sotnikova (2006) [81], see also Rodionov et al. (2009) [80]. We have
modified this method to fit our initial conditions. The simple idea of this iterative
approach is that a non-equilibrium system will evolve in the direction of equilibrium.
As a first step we generate the halo particle distribution to fit the desired volume
density and all velocities are set to zero. The stellar disk is placed inside to DM
halo to add to the potential, but we do not allow it to evolve with the halo, so it is
’frozen’. Each iteration then has the following steps:
1. Evolve the DM particles from their initial positions and zero velocities for a
short timestep with GIZMO.
2. Find the nearest particle in the evolved distribution (new positions) to the
particle in the old distribution (old positions).
3. Copy the velocity of the particle at its new position and give it to the particle
at its old position. Next, randomly orient the new velocities to maintain the
isotropic velocity distribution (if this is desired).
4. Finally, we create a new initial condition file with the identical initial positions
and new velocities. The frozen disk remains stationary.
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This concludes a single iteration. After ten iterations, we turn off step 3. Because
the NFW halo in the presence of the disk does not have an isotropic velocity distribu-
tion, by turning this condition off, we can create a truly equilibrium NFW halo. This
procedure is automated to repeat the iterations until the DM halo has reached its
equilibrium state. We find that the halo will reach equilibrium after ⇠ 50 iterations.
The resulting halo has the original density distribution and an equilibrium velocity
profile.
We have developed multiple tests to ensure that the halo is in equilibrium before
unfreezing the disk. First, we have run models of isolated halos. These halos do
not contain disks and were run for 10 Gyr to determine their equilibrium. We found
these equilibria and discuss them in detail 4.2.1. Second, we evolve the halo with
the frozen disk for 3 Gyr. We measure the virial ratio of the system and velocity
dispersions to ensure that they are identical before and after evolution. After these
tests are completed and analyzed, we are confident that the halo is in a complete
equilibrium.
2.2.1 Dark Matter Halo Shape
In some of our experiments we have have varied the shape of DM halos. Each halo
has the density distribution referenced in 2.4, but we present a range of halo shapes
from prolate to oblate. The standard definition of prolate and oblate ellipsoids is
used. A halo is oblate (football shaped) when their axes obey a = b > c, and a
halo is prolate (egg shaped) when c > a = b. The minor axis c will points along the
rotation axis of the disk, in our case the z direction. The a and b are the polar and
equatorial DM halo axes respectively. The above definitions apply to axisymmetric
halos and differ from triaxial ellipsoids, where a > b > c (e.g, Allgood et al. (2006)
[2]).
The oblate and prolate halo configurations are obtained by multiplying the z-
coordinate of the spherical halos by a factor, Q, where Q = c/a. The x- and y-
coordinates are multiplied by Q1/2. This procedure preserves the NFW distribution
and maintains consistency by ensuring that the product of the principal axes, abc,
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does not change.
Figure 2.1: The shapes chosen for the DM halo. The x and y axes have been
normalized so that the radius of the spherical halo, i.e., Q=1.0, is equal to unity.
We present three halo shapes shown in Figure 2.1. They are labeled by the ratio
of the polar-to-equatorial axis ratio, Q = c/a. For oblate halos with Q = 0.8, for
spherical halos, Q = 1.0, and for prolate halos, Q = 1.2. As the positions of the
particles change with Q, iterations must be performed to determine the velocity
distribution profile for each halo shape.
2.2.2 Inducing Halo Spin
An application of the Jeans [41] theorem (see also Binney & Tremaine [13]) allows
us to reverse the tangential velocities and introduce a net rotation in an axisym-
metric halo without destroying the equilibrium velocity distribution that was found
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Table 2.1: Fractions, f , of prograde DM orbits in our models. For example when
f = 1, all DM particles rotate in the same direction, and when f = 0.5, the halo has
  = 0.0.
Model   f
R90 0.09 0.12
R60 0.06 0.24
R30 0.03 0.38
P00 0.00 0.50
P30 0.03 0.62
P60 0.06 0.76
P90 0.09 0.88
through iterations. The solution to the Boltzmann equation is preserved upon rever-
sal and the velocity distribution (as is the density distribution, as no halo particles
are repositioned) remains identical (Lynden-Bell [56]; Weinberg [106]).
Thus, no additional iterations are required when creating halos of various spin  
by reversing the tangential velocities of a fraction of DM particles. We create halos
with a net prograde spin (with respect to the disk rotation) by reversing the DM
particles that are retrograde and making them prograde. This induces a net spin that
matches the disk. We also create halos with net retrograde spin by doing the opposite
action and reversing the tangential velocities of prograde particles, increasing the
negative spin   of a DM halo. The fraction of reversed particles, f , is adjusted to
create halos of various  . We create a range of prograde and retrograde halos with
  of 0  0.09. Table 2.1 displays the   and f values for our spherical halos.
2.3 Summary of the Simulation Suite
We have created a suite of simulations containing identical stellar disks inside the
NFW DM halos of varying shape and spin. The models are labeled in the following
way. Models with prograde halo spin will be labeled with a "P" and models with
retrograde halo spin will be labeled with an "R." This is followed by the   of the halo
multiplied by 1000. Next, to denote the shape of the halo, we use a "Q" followed by
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its value for the particular model. For example, P75Q08 denotes the oblate (Q=1.2)
model with   = 0.075. When appropriate, we only discuss spherical halos and avoid
the Q notation. For example, R30 refers to the spherical (Q=1.0) retrograde halo of
  = 0.03.
Finally, our fiducial model is the spherical nonrotating halo, P00Q10 or P00.
Copyright c  Angela Collier, 2019.
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Chapter 3 Stellar Disk Evolution in Prograde DM Halos
Galactic disks are embedded in dark matter (DM) halos of a range in the cosmological
spin parameter   ⌘ J
h
/
p
2M
vir
R
vir
v
c
, where J
h
is the DM angular momentum, M
vir
and R
vir
are the halo virial mass and radius, and v
c
is the circular velocity at R
vir
,
with the mean value   = 0.035  0.04± 0.005 (e.g., Bullock et al. (2001) [14], Hetz
et al. (2006) [36], and Knebe et al. (2010) [48].) While disks are supported by
rotation, halos are dominated by the random motions. When disks are embedded
in DM halos, they can serve as sources of the angular momentum, J , and halos
can act as sinks of J (e.g., Sellwood (1980) [89], Debattista & Sellwood (2000) [25],
Athanassoula (2003) [5], and Martinez-Valpuesta et al. (2006) [61]). Hence, the
angular momentum generally is expected to flow from the disk to the parent halo,
especially when galactic bars form and facilitate the J-transfer.
This description is oversimplified, because it is based on numerical simulations of
nonrotating, isolated DM halos. Halos produced in cosmological simulations with a
range of   usually lack resolution and were not analyzed similarly. Recently, Saha
& Naab (2013) [86] have shown that the bar instability’s rise time is shortened with
increasing  , but their analysis has been limited to the instability itself. Further-
more, Long et al (2014) [55] demonstrated that the J-transfer from the disk to its
parent halo over secular time depends on  , and its efficiency decreases sharply with
increasing  . This effect directly opposes that of Saha & Naab. While Long et al.
have determined this for spherical halos only, the importance of this effect requires
a broader approach.
Disk-halo interaction in spinning halos has been also analyzed by Peterson et al.
(2016) [70], which concluded that the DM halo spin does not affect the stellar bar
evolution. However, they have limited the range of   to less than 0.03 and their
analysis included only the first 4 Gyr of the bar evolution. In other words, it was
limited to the time period of the bar instability itself, prior to the vertical buckling
instability of stellar bars, completely by-passing their secular evolution.
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Here, we demonstrate that the dependence of J-transfer on the cosmological spin
of parent DM halos over the secular time is strong and a universal one, independent
of the halo shape (oblate, prolate or spherical). Moreover, we show that stellar bar
evolution is profoundly affected by the disk-halo angular momentum transfer over
wide range of   and time. Furthermore, we analyze the corollaries of J-transfer on
the evolution of galactic stellar bars.
Angular momentum redistribution in astrophysical systems is one of the main
drivers of their evolution. Gravitational torques play a major role in this process on
all spatial scales, and in a broad range of systems, from the Earth-Moon, to planetary
systems, close stellar binaries, formation of compact objects, galaxy interactions, etc.
At some instances they act on dynamical time scales, i.e., time scale comparable with
the crossing time of a system. In other cases, they act on time scales much longer
than dynamical ones, on so-called secular time scales, e.g., in accretion disks in stellar
systems and compact objects.
Any departure from axial symmetry triggers and amplifies gravitational torques.
In the context of stellar disks immersed in DM halos, both can exhibit departures
from axial symmetry. These asymmetries can be related to the formation process of
such systems, develop spontaneously, or as a result of interactions.
For example, DM halos appear universally triaxial when forming (e.g., Allgood
et al. (2006) [2] and Hetz et al. (2006) [36]), but tend to become more axisymmetric
in the contemporary universe (e.g., Rix et al. (1995) [78] and Merrifield (2002) [63]).
This process has been demonstrated in numerical simulations with baryons which
act to modify the halo shapes (Berentzen et al. (2006) [10]).
Stellar disks can break their axial symmetry spontaneously (e.g., Hohl (1971)
[37], Athanassoula (1992b) [4], Sellwood & Wilkinson (1993) [92], and Knapen et
al. (1995a and 1995b [46] [47]), or as a result of external triggering (e.g. Holmberg
(1941) [38], Toomre & Toomre (1972) [101], Noguchi (1987) [66], Gerin et al. (1990)
[33]). If two gravitational quadrupoles are present in the system, e.g., triaxial DM
halo and a stellar bar, the gravitational torques act to synchronize their rotation, by
exchange of the angular momentum, although the efficiency of this process depends
on a number of parameters.
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The flow of the angular momentum in the disk-halo system has been a target
of investigation for a long time. Theoretically, it has been understood to involve
resonant and non-resonant components (e.g., Lynden-Bell (1972) [56], Tremaine &
Weinberg (1984) [102], and Weinberg (1985) [106]). Numerically, it has been detected
in the first simulations involving a live DM halo [89], and analyzed thereafter (e.g.,
Debattista & Sellwood (2000) [25], Athanassoula (2003) [5], Martinez-Valpuesta et
al. (2006) [61], Weinberg & Katz (2007a) [108], Dubinski et al. (2009) [29], and
Villa-Vargas et al. (2009) [103]). These works have focused on J-transfer between
barred disks and non-rotating DM halos. In such systems, the halo absorbs the
angular momentum, and this process involves resonant and non-resonant interactions
between DM and stellar orbits (e.g., Athanassoula (2003) [5], Martinez-Valpuesta et
al. (2006) [61], and Weinberg & Katz (2007a and 2007b) [108] [107]). However, the
exact efficiency of resonant transfer has been never measured, although Dubinski et
al (2009) [29] counted about 20–30% of the halo particles appear to be trapped in
major resonances at some time of their history.
Action of gravitational torques can be described within the context of a non-local
viscosity (e.g., Larson (1984) [52], Lin et al. (1987) [53], and Shlosman (1991) [98]),
causing redistribution of mass and angular momentum in the system. Disk stars and
gas can lose or acquire angular momentum. Stars and gas that are located inside
the corotation radius, lose J and move in gradually. When the gaseous component
is present, the rate of loss of J is amplified due to shocks, unlike stars, the gas
cannot reside on intersecting orbits. Bar formation leads to an increased central
concentration in both components that lose J , i.e., not only in gas but also in stars.
[29] The outer regions of disks, outside the corotation radii, can absorb some J and
expand, but little mass resides there and so its capacity to absorb J is low. In
contrast, the non-rotating halos have a large capacity to absorb J .
The evolutionary corollaries for a disk-halo system redistributing angular mo-
mentum appear to be more obvious for the disk, which loses a non-negligible amount
of J and develops a bar. Beyond this fact not much is known as isolated halos have
been studied mostly non-rotating, while cosmological halos lack numerical resolution
so essential for capturing the resonant interactions, as we have noted above.
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The most general questions that can be asked about implications for observations
of galactic bars and disk galaxy evolution can be summed as follows. Does the
lifetime of the bar depend on the spin of its parent DM halo? Do the bar strength
and its pattern speed? Are the bar size and other properties affected? Are there any
observable effects on the shape, size, concentration, etc. of galactic disks and their
bulges? And finally, is there a measurable effect on the halo properties, at least for
the inner halos?
This chapter is structured as following. Our results of numerical modeling are
presented followed by a discussion of the observational corollaries of our results and
additional tests performed. Conclusions are given in the last section. The following
results are published in Collier et al. (2018) [19] and discuss the evolution of stellar
disks inside spinning halos (in the sense of the bar tumbling) of varying shape. This
Chapter and Chapter 4 discuss the evolution of stellar disks inside halos that are
spinning in the prograde direction. These halos are prograde in the sense that
the net direction of their spin is in the same direction of the rotation of the stellar
disk. Chapter 5 discusses the results of simulations with DM halos rotating in the
retrograde direction, against the stellar disk.
3.1 Results
All models have identical mass distribution, including those of different q values. All
models have been evolved for 10 Gyr. This time scale corresponds roughly to ob-
servationally inferred, maximally uninterrupted evolution of galactic disks by major
mergers e.g, Gilman et al. (2002) [34]. Disks start axisymmetric, and develop stellar
bars which evolve with time. To quantify this evolution, we follow the bar Fourier
amplitudes, A2, their pattern speeds, ⌦b, and their major axes, Rb. The bar strength
has been defined as the amplitude of the Fourier m = 2 mode,
A2
A0
=
1
A0
NdX
i=1
m
i
e2i i , (3.1)
where we sum over stellar particles with R  14 kpc, and mass m = m
i
at
azimuthal angles  
i
. The amplitude of the m = 2 mode has been normalized by the
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monopole term A0. ⌦b is obtained from the phase angle evolution with time,
  = 0.5 tan 1[Im(A2)/Re(A2)]. (3.2)
We divide the evolution into two phases. The dynamical phase consists of the bar
instability and terminates with the first vertical buckling instability of the bar and
formation of boxy/peanut-shaped bulge (e.g, Combes et al. (1990) [20], Pfenniger
(1991) [71], Raha et al. (1991) [77], Patsis et al. (2002) [68], Athanassoula (2005) [3],
Martinez-Valpuesta et al. (2006) [61], and Berentzen et al. (2007) [9]). Such bulges
differ from the classical bulges which are supported mainly by stellar dispersion
velocities, and correspond to the spheroidal component (see review by Kormendy
& Kennicutt (2004) [49]). The peanut-shaped bulges have different kinematics and
origin compared to the classical bulges.
The buckling instability weakens the bar but does not dissolve it. [60] The weak-
ening of the bar is dynamic and substantial as A2 decreases sharply during this
process. Recurrent bucklings act to increase the size of the bulge [60] [61], and have
other effects on the bar evolution. Single and double bucklings have been observed
in the models presented here (see section 3.1.2 and Figure 3.3). Following the first
buckling, the bar enters its next phase, that of a secular evolution.
3.1.1 Evolution of bar amplitude in spinning halos
Stellar Bar Strength Evolution
Figure 3.1 displays the bar evolution for all models with various halo shapes and along
the   sequence, while Figure 3.2 focuses on a direct comparison between different halo
shapes with identical  . Clearly, substantial differences between models exist along
both sequences.
First, the bar instability time scale shortens with increasing   for each of the halo
shapes (Figs. 3.1 and 3.2), as first noted by Saha et al. (2013) [86] and Long et al
(2014) [55] for spherical halos. The most dramatic change appears for the oblate and
prolate halos, where the bar reaches its peak at t ⇠ 2.2Gyr for   = 0.09, i.e., P90,
compared to ⇠ 6Gyr for   = 0, P00 models. This constitutes a delay of ⇠ 4Gyr
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Figure 3.1: Fourier amplitude A
2
/A
0
evolution for the   sequence. This figure com-
pares the evolution of bars inside halos of different  . The halo shape is spheri-
cal/oblate/prolate on the top/middle/bottom respectively.
compared to the ⇠ 2Gyr for spherical models. We see that the halo shape affects
the bar instability profoundly.
Second, and probably of more interest, the secular growth of the bar after the first
vertical buckling weakens with  , for all halo shapes. Compared to the non-rotating
models, those with   & 0.03 display a slower growth in A2 and even its leveling off
at a later time. Models with   & 0.06 show basically no growth in A2 after the
first buckling. At the end of the runs, bars in spherical halos with   & 0.06 exhibit
the lowest amplitudes in A2, while oblate models exhibit the highest amplitudes.
Overall, oblate, spherical and prolate halos with larger   impede the secular growth
of the stellar bars.
Third, with the exception of prolate halo models with   . 0.03, the maximal bar
amplitude before the first buckling is similar in all models (Fig. 3.1).
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Figure 3.2: Fourier amplitude A
2
/A
0
evolution for the   sequence. This figure di-
rectly compares the evolution of stellar bars inside halos of different shapes.   in-
creases from 0.00 to 0.045 on the top row and from 0.06 to 0.09 on the bottom
row.
Fourth, at the A2 peak, just before the first buckling, one can observe a plateau.
The duration of this plateau (i.e., its width) varies systematically among the models
of each halo shape, and increases with  .
And fifth, the drop in the amplitude A2, i.e.,  A2, immediately following the first
buckling anticorrelates with   for oblate and spherical models. In other words, A2
after the buckling reaches a deeper minimum for larger  . Essentially, in spinning
halos the bar nearly dissolves after buckling, with A2 . 0.1. This trend is noisier for
the prolate models, still the overall trend is clearly in tandem with other halo shape
models (Fig. 3.1).
3.1.2 Evolution of bar vertical buckling amplitude in spinning halos
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Figure 3.3: Vertical buckling amplitude of stellar bars for all models, A
1z
/A
0
(green), in spherical (top row),
prolate (middle row) and oblate (bottom row) halos, along the  -sequence. For a comparison we also plot
the buckling amplitude of   = 0 models on each  -sequence (dashed blue).
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The first vertical buckling time of stellar bars differs between the models. The
bar instability time scale depends on the halo shape and its  . The disk models
are identical at t = 0 in all cases, so there is no dependency on disk properties.
We, therefore, take a look at the Fourier amplitude of the vertical buckling in these
models, A
1z
, in the rz-plane which is oriented along the bar major axis (Fig. 3.3).
We normalize this amplitude by A0 calculated earlier.
Three trends can be observed here. First, the buckling happens earlier for higher
 . Second, it happens earlier in prolate halos, followed by the spherical and then
by the oblate. Third, in spherical halos, the amplitude decreases with increasing
 , for   . 0.06, then shows no preferred trend. It exhibits an opposite behavior
in prolate models. No dependence of A
1z
maximum on   is seen in oblate halos.
Lastly,   . 0.03 prolate models experience a double buckling, and hence exhibit two
maxima in A
1z
.
3.1.3 Evolution of bar pattern speed in spinning halos
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Figure 3.4: Evolution of bar pattern speed, ⌦
b
(green), in spherical (top row), prolate (middle row) and oblate
(bottom row) DM halos and for increasing   (from left to right), from   = 0.015 to 0.09. For a comparison
the pattern speed of the   = 0 models on each  -sequence are plotted (blue).
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Evolution of bar amplitude has a direct corollary on its rate of loss of angular
momentum. To display the kinematic properties of stellar bars in spinning halos, we
plot ⌦
b
evolution in Figure 3.4. A few trends are observable here. First, the pattern
speed of the bar at the end of the simulation strongly correlates with  . This is a
consequence of the secular evolution of the bar, which does not regrow in amplitude
after buckling in models with higher  . Consequently, the bar (and therefore the
disk), lose different amounts of angular momentum in the models.
Another effect observable in Figure 3.4 is that during the bar instability, before
the buckling, lower   models lose angular momentum much faster than in P00 model
with a nonrotating halo. The reason for this is that these bars grow faster in the
initial stage of the bar instability. Higher   models, while growing faster, also buckle
much earlier, and their subsequent growth is suppressed.
Third, ⌦
b
decreases abruptly during buckling for low-  models, while stays flat
and increases for higher   models. This appears to be important and we follow up
on this point in the Discussion section.
3.1.4 Bar size evolution in spinning halos
We cannot rely on energy and momentum to be conserved in stellar orbits, however
the Jacobi energy is a conserved quantity in the frame of that corotates with the
stellar bar. We define the Jacobi energy as (see Chapter 1.1):
E
J
=
1
2
|ẋ|2 +  
eff
(3.3)
We use this constant of motion to determine the stellar bar size. The length of the
bar is defined as the highest Jacobi energy with an x1 orbit inside the CR. [61] The
characteristic diagram for the main orbit families has been constructed (Contopoulos
& Papayannopoulos (1980) [21], Heller & Shlosman (1996) [35], Berentzen et al.
(2006) [10], see also review in Sellwood & Wilkinson (1993) [92]) And example of a
characteristic diagram is shown in Figure 3.5. This figure is constructed by plotting
the y = 0 position of the orbit versus its Jacobi energy. Stable orbits close in one
rotation and will appear as a loop on this diagram. Only stable orbits are considered
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Figure 3.5: A cartoon of the characteristic diagram marking different orbit families.
The bar consists mainly of x1 orbits. At some Jacobi energy x1 orbits are no longer
stable and the line curves upward. Here we define the end of the bar. The location
is marked where stable x1 orbits (solid lines) become unstable (dashed line). The
’end of the bar’ is marked with a circle.
when using this diagram to find stellar bar length. The x1 orbits comprise the most
important family of orbits supporting the bar density distribution. The x1 orbits end
short of the CR. We plot the characteristic diagram at multiple timesteps and find
the end of the x1 orbit family to measure the bar size throughout the simulation.
Figure 3.6 (top) shows the evolution of R
b
. The longest bars reside in the spherical
halos by t = 10Gyr, but evolution of bars in oblate halos is very similar. The growth
of bars in the prolate halos is very slow after buckling. Bars in P00 models grow
longest and their growth is fastest and monotonic, with an inflection around the
time of vertical buckling. For   & 0.06, bars do not grow at all in all models after
buckling.
We have also measured the ratio R
CR
/R
b
(Fig. 3.6, bottom). Bars that extend to
the vicinity of the CR, have a narrow range of R
b
/R
CR
⇠ 1.2±0.2, the so-called fast
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Figure 3.6: Top: Stellar bar length evolution in spherical (left column), oblate
(middle column) and prolate (right column) DM halos. Bottom: Bar-length-to-
CR radius ratio evolution. The dashed line shows the limits for so-called slow bars,
R
CR
/R
b
= 1.2± 0.2
bars, while those that fall short of CR are slow bars. [100] [4] This result has been
confirmed in Martinez-Valpuesta (2006) [61], and we reproduce it here for models
with   . 0.03 for spherical and oblate halos. For larger  , this ratio lies outside the
1.2± 0.2 range for the entire time of their evolution. It is also true for prolate halos
with any spin. These bars, therefore, are slow bars, and end well before the CR.
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Figure 3.7: Rates of angular momentum flow, ˙J , as a function of cylindrical radius and time in the host
spherical models (top two rows), oblate models (middle two rows), and prolate models (bottom two rows) for
models of all halo spin. The color palette corresponds to gain/loss rates (i.e., red/blue) using a logarithmic
scale in color. The cylindrical shells  R = 1 kpc, extending z = ±3 kpc. Corresponding stellar disks (bottom
row) have  R = 1 kpc and  z = ±3 kpc. Positions of major disk (linear) resonances, ILR, CR and OLR,
have been delineated in the nonspinning model of each halo shape.
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3.1.5 Angular momentum transfer in oblate, spherical and prolate halos
Next, we quantify the angular momentum flow in the disk-halo systems which develop
stellar bars. To do this, we follow the method developed by Villa-Vargas et al. (2009)
[103] and Long et al. (2014) [55]. This method tracks the total angular momentum
rate transfer between the disk and the DM halo, i.e., resonant and non-resonant ones
[5] [61], but also can reveal the flow between various disk and halo radii. For this
purpose, we divide the disk and its host halo into nested cylindrical shells. Then
construct a two-dimensional map of the rate of J change in each shell as a function
of R and t. The resulting colour-coded maps are shown for spherical, oblate and
prolate (Fig. 3.7) halos, for the  -sequence, and the associated stellar disks. The
top row in each Figure exhibits the rate of angular momentum flow in DM halos,
h ˙J
DM
i ⌘ (@J
DM
/@t)
R
, while the bottom row, shows the rate of the J flow in the
stellar disks, h ˙J⇤i ⌘ (@J⇤/@t)R. The brackets indicate the time averaging at R.
The colors in Figure 3.7 represent the absorption/emission (red/blue) of the an-
gular momentum by the DM (top) and disk (bottom) material. The color palette has
been normalized the same way for all disks and (separately) for all halos. The conti-
nuity of these colors represent the emission/absorption of J by the main resonances
in the DM halos and stellar disks, as well as the non-resonant contribution.
The evolution of linear resonances is traced by continuous lines for   = 0 models
only. For example, the emission of J by the inner Lindblad Resonance (ILR) in the
disk follows the lower blue band drifting to larger R with time in model P00Q10
(Fig. 3.7, lower left frame). The additional blue band corresponds to the Ultra-
Harmonic Resonance (UHR). The dominant red band follows the CR and the Outer
Lindblad Resonance (OLR).
This Figure is divided into three pairs of horizontal rows representing halos (top)
and disks (bottom), each, for spherical, oblate and prolate halos. The upper left
frame, showing the P00Q10 model, exhibits only absorption (red) by a halo with no
or low net angular momentum. However, moving along the   sequence, we observe
profound differences in the absorption/emission of J by both the disk and the halo.
First, we invoke the Standard Model P00Q10 in order to understand the color
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Table 3.2: Fractional change in halo angular momenta from t = 0 to t = 10Gyr for
spinning models with increasing  .
Halo   J/J(t = 0)
Halo Shape P15 P30 P45 P60 P75 P90
Spherical 0.1453 0.0633 0.0220 0.0114 0.0047 0.0048
Oblate 0.1373 0.0525 0.0282 0.0115 0.0106 0.0045
Prolate 0.0917 0.0234 0.0099 0.0041 0.0035
palette. The upper frame of Figure 3.7 displays an intense absorption by the DM
halo after ⇠ 3Gyr. This corresponds to the bar strength A2 & 0.2 in the Figure 3.1,
for this model. The main region in the halo which participates in this J absorption
is within . 10 kpc. So once the bar acquires non-linear amplitude, it facilitates the
J transfer to the halo.
For the model P00Q30, this happens earlier, at ⇠ 2Gyr. And, what is important,
two halo regions participate in the J transfer now: a weak emission inside 10 kpc,
and absorption between 10-20 kpc. Moving to larger  , the inner region of the halo
emits J , while the outer one absorbs it. The absorption strength stays the same
when advancing to P90Q10 while the emission strengthens substantially.
When comparing the maxima of J absorption by the halo with the approximate
positions of the main resonances, we observe that the main region between the ILR
and OLR dominates the process in the P00Q10. As we move along the   sequence,
the absorption by the ILR disappears and is reversed to emission, while that of the
OLR increases. For   & 0.03, the ILR starts to emit J , while the absorption is
dominated by the CR-OLR region.
In order to demonstrate the efficiency of angular momentum absorption by the
DM halo, we have calculated the fractional increase in J for all halos that have
non-zero spin at t = 0. Table 3.1 shows the change in J over the simulation time,
 J = J(t = 1Gyr)   J(t = 0), normalized by J(t = 0). Clearly, along the  
sequences for various halo shapes, this ratio is decreasing. The decrease is significant,
e.g., the P90 model halos acquire about 30 times less angular momentum, compared
to P15 models. Hence, the efficiency of J absorption by the halos along   sequence
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decreases.
The importance of angular momentum transfer in DM halos of various   is dis-
cussed in great detail starting with Section 4.2.2.
3.2 Discussion
We have analyzed evolution of stellar bars in galaxies with spinning DM halos, with
the cosmological spin   ⇠ 0  0.09, which encompasses the expected range. Various
axisymmetric halo shapes have been invoked, namely, oblate, spherical and prolate.
We focus on secular evolution of stellar bars under these conditions, and discuss
implications for disk evolution.
Our main result is that spinning halos profoundly affect the bar properties, which
was not taken into account so far when addressing galaxy evolution. It was shown
recently that the bar instability in axisymmetric disks is accelerated and so is the bar
growth during this dynamical phase, i.e., before they reach the maximum strength
given by A2. [86] [55] Our main finding for this phase of the bar evolution is that
after bars experience vertical buckling instability, their strength decreases sharply,
and this decrease is more dramatic for larger  . Essentially, bars are dissolved for
  & 0.06, leaving a weak oval distortion behind.
Second, in the subsequent secular phase of evolution, the bar growth, in strength
and in size, is severely curtailed with increasing  . For   & 0.06, bar growth is
completely damped and A2 remains flat. Next, for   . 0.03, bars extend to near
CR, i.e, the ratio of R
CR
/R
b
⇠ 1.2 ± 0.2 remains in the narrow range (i.e., fast
so-called bars). For higher  , this ratio is substantially larger than 1.4, offset dust
lanes are not expected and the bars are defined as slow.
Finally, the rate of angular momentum flow from the disk to the DM halo de-
creases along the   sequence, after the buckling phase, with J transfer going both
ways as shown by the J flow maps. A clear indication of this process is the tempo-
ral speed up of the bar tumbling at the end of the buckling instability in higher  
models. This behavior has substantial corollaries to the bar growth — unable to lose
its J or even increasing it, the bar amplitude is damped even more, and its pattern
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speed stops to decrease.
The behaviour of the bar amplitude, A2, during the bar instability along the  
sequence has been analyzed by Saha et al. (2013) [86], prior to buckling only, and by
Long et al. (2014) [55]. The angular momentum transfer from the disk to the halo
is amplified due to the increase of the fraction of prograde orbits in the halo which
are capable to resonate with the disk orbits. The subsequent secular evolution that
has been reported by [55] is confirmed and further analyzed in the present work.
What processes accompany the buckling of stellar bars and their subsequent
evolution in spinning halos? We start by focusing on the J redistribution in our
models (Fig. 3.7). The low-  models, P00 and P15 in all halo shapes, show a pure
absorption of J by the DM halos. This absorption is complemented by a strong
emission of J by the embedded disks, mostly by their ILRs. Some of this emission
is absorbed by the outer disk, but this weakens with time.
However, for higher   models, emission of J by halos appears and strengthens with
an increasing inner halo spin, becoming very strong. At the same time, absorption of
J by the halos shifts gradually to larger R, and the J transfer essentially disappears
soon after the buckling. By the end of the buckling, disks exhibit strong absorption
in the CR-OLR region, in all models. We conclude that the J-transfer goes from the
disk to the halo in low-  models, and both ways for halos with higher spin.
Additional argument in favour of disk receiving J from the halo can be made
by analyzing ⌦
b
behaviour during buckling (Figure 3.4). For lower  , we observe a
flattening and a subsequent drop in ⌦
b
, corresponding to the slowdown of the bar,
while for larger  , we see an increase in ⌦
b
, corresponding to a sudden speedup of
the bar (Fig. 3.4). Again, this behavior of ⌦
b
is similar for all halo shapes. In the
absence of the gas component, the only source of J under these circumstances is the
inner halo.
The angular momentum received by the bar is not only deposited in the tum-
bling of the bar, but also in the increase of the inner circulation within the bar.
Bars that lose J , slowdown and become stronger, because loss of circulation leads
to increasingly radial stellar orbits within the bar. Similarly, with increase of the
internal circulation, the orbits become more circular, and the bar weakens. This
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additional weakening of the bar, i.e., of its A2, contributes to the larger drop in A2
with increasing  . The bar receives larger amount of J in halos with higher spin.
Higher   halos in Figure 3.7 also transfer some of J to larger radii, i.e., ’talk to
themselves.’ Note, that for spinning DM halos with no disks, such a behavior has
been predicted by Papaloizou et al. (1991) [67], based on theoretical analysis. Lower
m modes have been stated to be responsible for this evolution. We have followed
the development of m = 2 modes in the parent DM halos as well, but unlike the
Papaloizou et al. models, this process is controlled by the non-axisymmetric modes
in the disk. We discuss these modes elsewhere.
As can be seen in Figure 3.7, the angular momentum transfer between the disk
and its halo essentially cease after buckling for larger  . The oval distortion which
remains in the disk does not grow in amplitude A2, and so the bar does not reform.
We address this issue in the next section.
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Figure 3.8: Spinup of DM halo for the P00Q10 model to P90Q10 model experiments at t = 4.5 Gyr (top two
rows) and t = 8.0 Gyr (middle two rows). We show the angular momentum transfer in halo and disk with the
same limits as Figure 3.7. The bottom plot shows the evolution of A
2
/A
0
after the spinup with the P00Q10
bar strength amplitude for comparison.
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Figure 3.9: Spindown of DM halo for the P90Q10 model to P00Q10 model experiments at t = 4.5 Gyr (top
two rows) and t = 8.0 Gyr (middle two rows). We show the angular momentum transfer in halo and disk
with the same limits as Figure 3.7. . The bottom plot shows the evolution of A
2
/A
0
after the spindown with
the P90Q10 bar strength amplitude for comparison.
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3.2.1 Spinup of a DM halo and bar damping
The central question, is why will the bar not reform after the buckling for a range in
 ? First, we confirm that this is a robust behaviour and not a numerical fluke, and
perform additional experiments.
The DM halo has been found to be a recipient of the angular momentum from
the barred disk. Numerical simulations have determined that this angular momen-
tum transfer from the disk to DM halo involves lower resonances which trap disk and
halo particles and amplify their interactions (e.g., Athanassoula (2003) [5], Martinez-
Valpuesta et al. (2006) [61], Weinberg & Katz (2007a and 2007b) [108] [107], Dubin-
ski et al. (2009) [29]). Furthermore, Villa-Vargas (2009) [103] have argued in favor of
the dual role played by the DM halos. Namely, more massive halos within the disk
radius weaken the dynamical bar instability, while facilitating the secular growth
of the bar. In all these works, the analysis has been limited to non-rotating halos,
mostly of a spherical shape, with rare exceptions [10] [6]. Saha et al. (2013) [86]
and Long et al. (2014) [55] have shown that the bar instability time scale shortens
with  . Finally, Long et al. have demonstrated that faster spinning halos damp the
amplitude of stellar bars during their secular evolution in spherical halos. Here we
have confirmed these previous works and have shown that the dynamical and secular
evolution of bars indeed depend on the cosmological spin parameter of their parent
DM halos.
To confirm that halo angular momentum plays the crucial role in damping stel-
lar bars in spinning halos,we have performed a number of numerical experiments
described below. In the first set of experiments, we have used the spherical non-
rotating halo in P00Q10 at t = 8Gyr and 4.5 Gyr, and spun it up to   ⇠ 0.09, i.e.,
to the halo in P90Q10. This has been performed using the method described in
Section 2. In a second set of experiments, shown in the next section, we used the
spherical, fast spinning halo in P90Q10, and spun it down to   = 0, using the same
method.
Figure 3.8 displays the bar amplitude evolution (bottom frame) before and after
the halo spinup at t = 8Gyr and at 4.5 Gyr. We have run these models for an
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additional 10 Gyr, to test their behaviour. Prior to spinup, the stellar bar had been
growing secularly, i.e., P00Q10 model, almost reaching its pre-buckling values of A2.
After the spinup at t = 8Gyr, it stopped strengthening and even started a moderate
decay. The middle-top frame displays the rate and direction of the J flow before and
after the spinup. Prior to the spinup, the halo had been only absorbing J . After the
spinup, it started to emit J , except in the region of 15 kpc &, which still shows some
absorption. If the halo is unable to absorb, the bar cannot grow, and this is exactly
what we detect. After 10Gyr, there is basically no exchange of angular momentum
in the system.
Prior to the spinup, the disk had been emitting J mainly at its ILR, and switched
to absorption after the spinup. For the next 2 Gyr, we observe J flow from the
parent halo to the disk. Subsequently, the halo and the disk are not engaged in the
J transfer.
Therefore, the spinup of the halo resulted in the angular momentum transfer to
the disk for a period of about 2 Gyr, followed by a complete cessation of J-transfer
between the two morphological components, despite existence of a moderate strength
bar.
To further test the bar evolution in spinning halos, we have repeated the spinup
of the DM halo in P00Q10 model at t ⇠ 4.5Gyr (Fig. 3.8, top two rows ). The main
difference with the previous experiment that the spinup happens as the buckling
develops. Indeed, the subsequent evolution of the system differs profoundly from the
previous experiment, the bar is nearly completely dissolved within ⇠ 1Gyr from the
spinup. Thus it mimics the evolution of P90Q10 model.
The explanation to this interesting behavior is related to the orbital evolution
in the disk during the buckling instability. Martinez-Valpuesta et al. (2004) [60]
have shown that the outer part of the bar, beyond the ILR, is dissolved in the
buckling, due to the increase of the fraction of chaotic orbits there, as shown by the
surface of sections. With an increase of the fraction of chaotic orbits, the area of the
regular orbits decreases and the invariant curves which enclose the region of chaotic
orbits start to dissolve. Chaotic orbits thus ’leak’ through the invariant curves at
Jacobi energies above the ILR. The bar shortens, but survives and quickly regains
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Figure 3.10: Top: Comparison of  
r
for P90Q10 model at t = 0.5 Gyr and after
buckling at t = 5 Gyr. Note that the first time step is before the bar forms and the
second time step is after the bar has dissolved. Bottom: Comparison of Toomre’s Q
parameter.
its strength by transferring its angular momentum to the parent halo. Thus, the bar
survives the buckling, but this statement is limited to nonrotating halos.
The tandem of buckling instability and spinning halos leads to a different out-
come. The bar amplitude declines more than in the nonrotating halos, because the
combination of the spunup halo and the buckling result in additional decline in A2,
as discussed above. Dissolution of the bar populates the disk with orbits with large
radial dispersion velocities. These orbits have been confined by the bar before the
buckling but now they are de-correlated in the absence of the bar.
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The relationship between bar dissolution and the fraction of chaotic orbits had
been first discussed in the context of the bar strength. [100] [8] For example, bars
with axial ratios larger than 5:1 should dissolve as they are dominated by chaotic
orbits. Chaotic orbits will diffuse in the phase space being limited only by energy
conservation. In other words, they will de-correlate, leading to the bar washing out.
So one should expect that such de-correlated orbits from dissolved or even nearly
dissolved bars will contribute to larger radial dispersion velocities in the disk.
Returning to the problem at hand, we reiterate the question: what prevents the
bar from reforming after buckling in spinning halos? After all, the disk becomes
nearly axisymmetric and the halo is identical to that of P90Q10 halo in the early
stage of evolution, conditions under which the bar instability is actually accelerated.
If the increase in the fraction of chaotic orbits results in a larger velocity dispersion,
then the disk becomes ’hotter.’
To verify this, we have measured the radial dispersion velocities,  
R
, in the disk at
two different times, t = 0.5Gyr, before the bar instability sets in, and at t = 5Gyr,
just after the buckling and the spinup (Fig. 3.10). The disk at t = 0.5Gyr is ’colder,’
and its radial dispersion velocities are lower. What is more important is that this can
be noticed also by measuring the Toomre’s Q parameter where Q =  
R
/3.36G⌃.
Here  and ⌃ are the epicyclic frequency and surface density in the disk, respectively.
The condition Q > 1 kills the axisymmetric instabilities in the disk, and Q & 2  2.5
damps the non-axisymmetric instabilities (e.g., Binney and Tremaine (2008) [13].
Because, after the stellar bar dissolution, Q > 2 everywhere outside the inner kpc,
the disk in P90Q10 indeed is too hot to form a bar after buckling.
To further lend support that it is the increased velocity dispersion in the disk
that prevents the bar from reforming after buckling, we have performed the following
numerical test. We have replaced the spinning halo in P90Q10 model at t = 5Gyr
by the spinning halo of P90Q10 model at t = 0. As Figure 3.8 demonstrates, the
bar instability is completely suppressed when the disk is immersed in this halo, in a
sharp difference with the same halo at t = 0.
So, the combination of spinning halo and buckling are responsible for damping
the bar. This explains why the bar dissolved at 4.5 Gyr, and only slowly decayed at
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8 Gyr. The stellar orbits have escaped the dissolved bar at the former time, while
remain confined at the latter one.
3.2.2 Spindown of a DM halo and bar triggering
The halo spindown tests confirm our reasoning. Figure 3.9 demonstrates the outcome
of the spindown of the DM halo in P90Q10 model to   = 0 at two different times,
t = 4.5Gyr and 8 Gyr. In both cases the bar instability sets in and a strong bar
develops, exactly as in P00Q10 model, i.e., both test models reach the same peak
amplitude, matching the value reached by the standard model, P00Q10.
After the spindown, the halo became active in absorbing the disk angular mo-
mentum, as displayed in the maps of angular momentum transfer. At the same time,
the disk started to emit its J from the ILR and showed some absorption around
the OLR. This behavior clearly demonstrates the effect of the halo spin on the bar
strength.
3.3 Observational corollaries of bar evolution in spinning DM halos
A long list of observational implications follow from our main result: modified stellar
bar evolution with increasing DM halo spin. In this work we touch only a few of
these corollaries.
In order to estimate the importance of this effect, one should account for the
distribution of halos with  . Numerical simulations exhibit a lognormal distribution
of halos with  , with the average of ¯  ⇠ 0.035  0.04 (e.g. Bullock et al.(2001) [14];
Hetznecker & Burkert (2006) [36]; Knebe & Power (2010) [48].)
Bars brake against DM halos as they tumble, which is accompanied by angular
momentum transfer from disk to the DM. As we have discussed earlier, this process
involves both resonant and non-resonant J-transfer. During this process, bars grow
in size. Thus the bar growth and J-transfer are highly correlated. Figure 3.11 shows
a substantially differing evolution of R
b
  ⌦
b
correlation along the   sequence and
for various shapes of DM halos. All models have been run for the same period of
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Table 3.3: Average ratios R
CR
/R
b
for various halo shapes and  
Halo Shape Bars regrow Bars do not regrow
  < 0.035   > 0.035
Spherical 1.26± 0.02 2.31± 0.15
Oblate 1.24± 0.02 2.21± 0.15
Prolate 1.28± 0.02 2.07± 0.15
time, but occupy different parts of this diagram. Namely, the high   models cluster
at high ⌦
b
, especially the prolate models.
The most interesting result is the variation of the final pattern speed of the bars
with  , which emphasize the efficiency of braking and angular momentum transfer
of/by the bar. In fact, as we have shown earlier, for a timescale of a few Gyr, bars
in the intermediate and higher   range do not brake at all.
Next, it has been determined that the ratio R
CR
/R
b
= 1.2 ± 0.2 is a reliable
indicator for the appearance of offset dust lanes in barred galaxies, which represent
the standing shocks in the gas flow of bars which extend to near-corotation. The
lower value in this ratio comes from the bars being limited by their extent to the
CR. Orbits beyond the CR are oriented perpendicular to the bar major axis and
so cannot support its figure. The upper limit is the result found by Athanassoula
(1992b) [4] in 2-D numerical simulations, and represents the fast bars. For larger
values of R
CR
/R
b
, the bars are substantially shorter of their CR radius and the dust
lanes disappear, as a result of the modified gas flow.
We find that bars residing within DM halos with   & 0.035 exhibit R
CR
/R
b
ratios which lie well outside the parameter space provided above, which indicates
the presence of the dust lanes. This is a substantial fraction of halos, which can
accommodate in excess of 50% of barred disks. Based on the lognormal distribution
of  , this fraction should not exhibit offset dust lanes. Table 3.3 confirms that the
cutoff in halo spin represents well the two groups of bars. No dependence on the halo
shape has been detected.
Our tests in spin up and spin down of the DM halos can relate to the situation
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Figure 3.11: Evolution of bar length R
b
, versus the pattern speed of the bar (⌦
b
).
Top: disks inside spherical halos, Middle: disks inside oblate halos, Bottom: disks
inside prolate halos. We show   = 0, 0.045, and 0.075 or 0.09. The time direction is
given by the gradually increasing size of the markers.
where J is added to the halo during a merger. The tidal torques theory (TTT)
distinguishes between the linear phase, when the halos acquire their   and the non-
linear phase. Whether   grows during the later stage is a matter of an ongoing
debate (e.g., Shlosman (2013) [95]. The detailed analysis of spin evolution during
mergers has shown that for a limited time period   increases, then, after relaxation of
merger products, it decreases to the pre-merger value. This has been demonstrated in
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Figure 15 of Romano-Díaz et. al (2007) [84], where    ⇠ ±0.02 0.03 (see also Het-
znecker & Burkert (2006) [36]). The typical time of this relaxation for massive halos
is ⇠ 1 2Gyr. This timescale should be compared to the time scale of decay/increase
of the bar amplitude discussed in Section 3.2.1 and Section 3.2.2, which appears to
be ⇠ 0.5  1Gyr. Given such a short time scale of bar weakening/strengthening, it
is entirely possible that halo mergers can affect the bar evolution, when the stellar
disk survives the ordeal.
Formation of ansae in barred discs is still an unsolved issue [60]. We detect ansae
in our simulations within all halo shapes considered here. They are persistent for
disks with stronger bars, whether growing or slowly decaying. For example, ansae
are present in the slowly decaying bar of Figure 3.7, after t = 8Gyr. If we ignore the
evolution of bars in the pre-buckling phase due to its relatively short time scale, we
find ansae in spherical halos up to   ⇠ 0.06, in oblate halos up to   ⇠ 0.045, and in
the prolate halos up to   ⇠ 0.03.
Finally, the peanut/boxy bulges are the direct outcome of the vertical buckling
instability in stellar bars. Moreover, they grow in tandem with the bar growth, as
shown by Martinez-Valpuesta et al. (2006) [61]. The general trend we observe is
that the low   models exhibit smaller bulges, irrespective of the halo shape. An
additional trend, that has been noticed already by Long et al. (2014) [55], is related
to the halo shape which changes from boxy/X-shape in low   models, to boxy in
intermediate   halos, to peanut shapes in higher   halos. One expects that the mass
and, therefore, the luminosity of these bulges will decrease along the  sequence. We
defer this analysis to a later publication.
3.4 Conclusions on Stellar Disks Inside Spinning DM Halos
To summarize, we have performed a detailed high-resolution study of stellar bar
evolution in spinning DM halos, in the range of   ⇠ 0   0.09. We confirm the
accelerated bar instability with increasing  , as reported previously, and extend
these results to oblate and prolate halos.
Furthermore, we find that secular evolution of stellar bars in spinning halos results
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in damping of their amplitudes along the   sequence. This leads to a decreased
transfer of angular momentum between the disc and its parent halo, and to leveling
off the bar pattern speed. Bars within halos with larger   have difficulty to re-grow
after a buckling instability. For larger  , the bars essentially dissolve, leaving a weak
oval distortion.
While spinning DM halos have difficulty to absorb additional angular momentum,
it is the combination of   and the vertical buckling instability of stellar bars that
has a dramatic effect on the bar amplitude, leading to its additional drop and bar
dissolution. The stellar orbits being confined by the bar de-correlate as a result of
its dissolution, leaving a ’hot’ disc behind with large radial dispersion velocities.
Damping bars during their secular evolution leads to shorter (slow) bars with
R
CR
/R
b
> 1.4, for   > 0.03, in contrast to longer (fast) bars in low spin DM halos.
Although our simulations do not include the gas component, we expect it to have
a minor role in this effect, because the gas is difficult to lock in the resonance due
to dissipation. The importance of resonance trapping by the stellar bar is quantified
in Chapter 4. Yet, the gas can act as to weaken the dynamical instabilities, such as
the bar instability in the vertical buckling in the bar, as noted by Berentzen et al
(1998). [11]
Broad observational corollaries follow from this effect, of which we have mentioned
only a few: R
b
 ⌦
b
correlation dependence on the   sequence; absence of the offset
dust lanes in a substantial fraction of barred discs, triggering and damping of stellar
bars in galaxy mergers not by direct tidal torques but by affecting the halo spin;
ansae preference for barred discs in low-  halos; and the shapes of peanut/boxy
bulges, their masses and luminosity.
Hence, stellar bar evolution is substantially more complex when cosmological
spin is taken into account. The central issue is that this evolution demonstrates
that bars can be destroyed by internal processes in disc-halo systems, or with the
help of external processes, and challenges the present paradigm that stellar bars are
resilient entities. In the following chapter, we address how the DM halo responds to
the varying evolution of the stellar bar perturbation.
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Chapter 4 Evolution of DM Bar in Prograde Dark Matter Halos
Self-gravitating systems still challenge our understanding of associated physical pro-
cesses. Stellar bars in disk galaxies can form either spontaneously, as a result of the
bar instability (e.g., Hohl (1971) [37], Sellwood (1980) [89], Athanassoula (1992b) [4],
and Berentzen et al. (1998) [11]), or following interactions with other galaxies (e.g.,
Toomre & Toomre (1972) [101], Gerin et al. (1990) [33], and Berentzen et al. (2004)
[10]). They can also form as a result of stellar disk interactions with halo’s dark
matter (DM) clumps (Romano-Díaz (2008) [82]). Evolution of stellar bars has been
studied and analyzed almost entirely in numerical simulations of nonrotating halos
(e.g., Athanassoula (1983) [8], Sellwood et al. (1997) [91], Berentzen et al. (1998)
[11], and Dubinski et al. (2009) [29]). Theoretical works predicted a minor effect of
spinning parent halos on the embedded stellar disks evolution [106]. Contrary to this
claim, recent results indicate that a halo spin has a profound effect on the stellar bar
evolution and on the angular momentum redistribution in disk-halo systems. [86]
[55] [19]
In previous works, we have focused on the evolution of stellar bars in spinning
halos and the associated angular momentum transfer in the disk-halo system [55][19].
Here we aim to analyze the parent DM halo response to this process. While it is
known that DM response is triggered by the formation of a bar in the disk (e.g.,
Tremaine & Weinberg (1984) [102], Weinberg (1985) [106], Athanassoula (2005) [3],
Peterson et al. (2016) [70]), its properties in spinning halos are largely unknown.
Models of disk galaxies in spinning halos brought up a number of surprises. First,
the bar instability appears to accelerate compared to the nonrotating halos [86] [55].
Second, the vertical buckling instability in the bar is more profound, and weakens
the bars progressively with increased halo spin. Defining the halo spin as   = J/J
K
,
where J and J
K
are the halo angular momentum and its maximal possible angular
momentum, respectively (e.g., Bullock et al. (2001) [14]), the important transition
range lies in   ⇠ 0.03 0.06 [19]. Above   & 0.03, the stellar bar amplitude has diffi-
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culty recovering after buckling even over the secular time of evolution. Consequently,
the bar braking ability against the DM becomes dramatically weaker. Moreover, for
  & 0.06, the bars essentially dissolve, leaving behind a weak oval distortion. Thus,
bar evolution in spinning halos can affect a substantial fraction disk-halo systems.
Works that did not reach similar conclusions have either limited their analysis
to   . 0.03 halos [70], and hence did not test the relevant range in  , or limited
the evolution time to the pre-buckling stage of the bar instability [86]. Moreover,
cosmological simulations that include a broader range of   and secular evolution of
disks do not have sufficient resolution as achieved in studies of isolated halos. Their
treatment of angular momentum redistribution between the DM halos and embedded
disks are not precise enough and therefore can miss this effect all together.
To fully understand the ramification of this new effect, we need to analyze its
dependence on two important dynamical indicators — the distributions of mass and
angular momentum in the halo. The former has a universal character (e.g., Navarro
et al. (1996) [64]) with various degrees of central mass concentration, which reflects
the formation time. Baryons tend to increase the central concentration.
Distribution of angular momentum in the halo has been claimed to be universal
as well for pure DM halos [14]. The addition of baryons is expected to modify
this distribution by increasing the angular momentum within the inner halo. The
modified J distribution, as measured from halos in Illustris simulation, Vogel et al
(2014) [105], is far from being a power law claimed by Bullock et al., and does not
have a universal character (work in preparation). We note that the model halos of
Collier et al. (2018) [19] are representative of J distribution in baryonic halos and
lie within one   from its median. The detailed study of bar dynamics for a range in
J and mass distributions in DM halos is forthcoming.
The basic questions that must be answered when dealing with the DM bar evo-
lution in spinning halos are as follows. Is the strength of a DM bar affected by the
halo spin  ? Are DM bar mass and shape dependent on the halo spin? What type of
orbits comprise the DM bar? Are all these orbits absorbing the angular momentum
from the disk? What part of the halo absorbs the angular momentum from the disk,
and how does the efficiency of DM orbit trapping by the resonances depend on the
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halo spin? We aim to address these questions.
In Chapter 3, we have confirmed that the timescale of the stellar bar instability
is shortened along the   sequence, as shown by Saha et al. (2013) [86] and Long
et al. (2014) [55]. While the maximal strength of these bars is independent of  ,
their secular evolution depends strongly on the parent halos spin. Probably the most
interesting and unexpected effect of stellar bar evolution in spinning halos is that the
buckling instability of the bar is more destructive with  , and stellar bars have have
increasing difficulty to recover their strength after buckling. This transition occurs
in the range of   ⇠ 0.03   0.06. Close to the upper value and above it, the stellar
bars are basically destroyed by the buckling instability and never regrow. Models
with spherical, oblate and prolate halos have been run and behaved similarly. The
DM response to the underlying stellar bar perturbation dies out immediately with
its disappearance [96].
Observational corollaries of this evolution include decreasing braking of a stellar
bar against the DM, and much higher ratios of corotation-to-bar size, r
CR
/r
bar
> 2
after buckling, well beyond the ratios encountered in   = 0 halos, r
CR
/r
bar
⇠ 1.2±0.2
[4]. Furthermore, stellar bar growth experiences difficulties with increasing  , and
saturates completely for   & 0.05. The high-  halos also anti-correlate with the
existence of ansae (’handles’ —symmetric density enhancements on either end of the
stellar bar), and exhibit smaller size and mass of the peanut/boxy-shaped bulges.
These are so called ’psuedo’ bulges are shaped by the edge on stellar bar and differ
from the classical bulges.
That angular momentum J flows from a barred stellar disk to a DM halo is known
for quite some time (e.g., Sellwood (1980) [89], Weinberg (1985) [106], Debattista
et al. (2000) [25], Athanassoula (2003 and 2005) [5] [3], Martinez-Valpuesta et al.
(2006) [61], Berentzen et al. (2007) [9], Weinberg & Katz (2007a and 2007b) [108]
[107], and Dubinski et al. (2009) [29]). That this flow is mediated by the orbital
resonances, and especially by the inner Lindblad resonance (ILR), outer Lindblad
resonance (OLR), and the corotation resonance (CR) has been established as well.
[57] [106] [5]
Importantly, the parent halo spin strongly affects the angular momentum transfer
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between the disk and its halo, but this point is required to be investigated further
[19]. One expects that the DM halo orbital structure will help to understand the
intricacies of angular momentum flow in the system, many of which remain unclear.
Weinberg (1985) [106] has suggested that the increase in the number of prograde
particles in the spinning halo (with respect to disk rotation) increases naturally the
fraction of halo particles trapped by the main resonances and speeds up the bar
instability. But this assumption was never verified in a quantitative analysis. Nor
was it verified how the trapping by resonances explains the secular evolution of stellar
bars in spinning halos. We attempt to tackle these issues in this chapter.
To quantify the angular momentum flow in the disk-halo systems, one can take
a dual approach. It is possible to follow the rate of angular momentum flow with
the method designed by Villa-Vargas et al. (2009) [103] (see also: Villa-Vargas et
al. (2010) [104], Long et al. (2014) [55], Collier et al. (2018) [19]). To determine
the role of the resonances in this transfer, we refer to the orbital spectral analysis
(e.g., Binney & Spergel (1982) [12], Athanassoula (2003) [5], Martinez-Valpuesta
(2006) [61], Dubinski et al. (2009) [29] and Section 4.1.2). This method allows us
to determine the fraction of DM orbits trapped by the resonances. One can apply
this method in frozen potentials and integrate the orbit for a fixed and large number
of periods. Alternatively, one can do this in the live potential of the system. This,
however, has its disadvantages: the number of time periods to integrate along the
orbit will be small and limited by the Hubble time, leading to an unreasonable
widening of the resonances. Hence, we follow the former method and use it in order
to find the DM orbit trapping efficiency by the resonances, as well as amount angular
momentum transported by these resonances, comparing it along the   sequence.
Because we focus on properties of DM halos with increasing spin, one should ask
whether diskless halos with the same   are stable against spontaneous breaking of
the axial symmetry.
Stability of pure diskless halos with a non-zero cosmological spin is subject to
diverging opinions. Based on Jeans’ [41] theorem, Lynden-Bell [56] has argued that
spherical halos with all particle tangential velocities reversed in the same direction
are stable. Of course, the Jeans theorem does not capture the elusive bar instability,
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when the system can lower its free energy and angular momentum by breaking the
axial symmetry, as in Maclaurin sequence of rotating ellipsoids (e.g., Chandrasekhar
(1969) [15], Binney & Tremaine (2008) [13]), and can be seen as a phase transition
(Christodoulou et al. (1995a and 1995b) [16] [17]).
Papaloizou et al. (1991) [67] obtained based on their numerical simulations, that
rotating models of spherical, oblate, and prolate rotating N -body systems become
unstable and form ’triaxial bars.’ However, Sellwood & Valluri (1997) [91], after
reproducing their initial conditions, found that the above instability resulted from
an error in the code, and newly re-run models were completely stable. Though these
authors warned that a fast spinning halo — one with all orbits rotating in the same
direction, may still become bar unstable.
Furthermore, Kuijken & Dubinksi (1994) [50] cautioned against using halos of
large spin after seeing bar formation in oblate Evan’s model systems of   = 0.18.
However, the range of   used in our work is much lower,   . 0.09, and we do
not expect that our halos are unstable. Nevertheless, we test diskless spherical
halos with maximal spin which can be obtained in our models, up to   = 0.108,
in section 4.2.1. Moreover, we tested these halos with an embedded frozen disk, to
account for changes that can be introduced by the disk gravitational potential. All
of our diskless halos are stable against bar instability or any other global instabilities
over the time of 10 Gyr. Hence, we find that limiting the spin to   = 0.03, as
motivated by Peterson et al. (2016) [70] is not warranted. We have limited our
analysis to only spherical models. Oblate and prolate halos modeled by Collier et al.
(2018)[19] will be discussed elsewhere.
This chapter is structured as follows. Section 2 deals with numerics, including
initial conditions and orbital spectral analysis. Section 3 presents our results, starting
with diskless DM halos and switching to disk-halo systems. Section 4 discusses our
results and theory corollaries, and we end with conclusions.
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4.1 Numerics
4.1.1 Model Setup and Initial Conditions
We analyze models of disk-halo systems described in [19], and additional models of
isolated DM halos. Our pure DM halo models and disk-halo models differ only with
the DM halo spin,  . The initial conditions have been created using a novel iterative
method (e.g., Rodionov et al. (2006 and 2009) [81] [80] and Collier et al. (2018)
[19]). These models have been run using the N -body part of the GIZMO code first
described in Hopkins et al. (2015). [39] We choose units of distance and mass as
1 kpc and 1010 M , respectively. This leads to the time unit of 1 Gyr. The DM halos
have been modeled with N
h
= 7.2⇥ 106, and stellar disks with N
d
= 8⇥ 105. So the
ratio of masses of DM particles to stellar particles is close to unity.
We follow the notation of [19] to abbreviate the disk-halo models, namely, P
for prograde spinning halos, followed by the value of   multiplied by 1,000. The
Standard Model is defined as that of a non-rotating spherical halo, P00. Pure DM
halo models are denoted as H, followed by 1, 000 , as in disk-halo models. More
details can be found in Collier et al. (2018) [19] and Chapter 2.
4.1.2 Orbital Spectral Analysis
Before presenting the results we must give a detailed explanation of how and why
the orbital spectral analysis is performed. We use this tool to examine the role
of resonances in angular momentum transfer within the disk-halo systems. The
orbital spectral analysis method has been used to analyze galactic orbits in many
simulations. [12][5] [61] [29].
Our goal here is to quantify the role of the important resonances in angular
momentum transfer by statistically sampling the stellar disk and DM halo orbits in
our simulations and capture the angular velocity, ⌦, and radial epicyclic frequency,
, for individual orbits, and gain insight into the resonance structure as a whole.
Additional frequency, ⌦
bar
, is the bar pattern speed measured for each model at the
time when the potential is frozen.
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Stars inside disk galaxies travel on nearly circular (oval) orbits close to the equa-
torial plane. The radius of the orbit will hover around the stable circular orbit of
constant radius at the epicyclic frequency . The developing bar in the central re-
gions of galaxies will have the stellar orbits perturbed. Inside the ILR orbits respond
so that they become elongated perpendicular to the bar potential,  
eff
. This is called
the x2 family of orbits (Contopoulos & Papayannopoulos (1980) [21]). They are sta-
ble, retrograde, and oriented along the minor axis of the stellar bar. Outside the
ILR, but within the bar, a second family of orbits exits. These orbits are oriented
parallel to the bar major axis and are called the x1 family of orbits. They are stable
and prograde an define the bar shape. These different families of bar orbits can be
seen in the characteristic diagram (see Section 3.1.4) or Figure 4.1 shows shapes of
these orbits in a weak bar potential.
Around the CR, particles can hover near the L4 and L5 Lagrange points of the
potential. Outside the CR, the angular velocity ⌦(R) is smaller than ⌦
b
, and stars
maintain their nearly circular orbits, elongated perpendicular to the bar’s major axis.
The goal of the spectral analysis is to quantify the importance of the resonances in
trapping the orbits by sampling the stellar disk and DM halo orbits of our simulations.
We plot a histogram of the dimensionless frequency ratio (equation 4.1) to measure
the trapping efficiency of stellar orbits by the main resonances — the ILR (⌫ = 0.5),
CR (⌫ = 1), and OLR (⌫ =  0.5).
⌫ =
(⌦  ⌦
b
)

(4.1)
⌦
b
can be considered constant during a short duration time step, and each particle
will have a ⌦ and  that characterizes its orbit that is dependent on its potential.
Stars trapped at resonance will share an ⌫ value. When plotting the histogram of
orbit distribution with ⌫, we should observe spikes at the resonances, for the disk
and halo particles.
We have an option of tracking the particles in the live potential of the responsive
DM halo, or in the frozen potential. Here we freeze the potential and model each
chosen (test) particle, assigning it a very small mass and the same position and
velocity as the original particle. The stellar and DM particles and their potentials
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Figure 4.1: Shape of the main families of periodic orbits in a barred galaxy. Figure
adapted from Contopoulos & Papayannopoulos (1980) [21]
.
remain frozen. The bar pattern speed was considered constant during the orbit
integration.
The orbits are evolved using GIZMO [39], with two changes made to the source
code. First, we freeze the potential of the DM halo and stellar particles. The test
particles are labeled as a separate component and evolved normally. This way the
DM halo and stellar particles contribute to the fixed potential and their positions are
fixed. The test particle orbits are integrated for the prescribed number of revolutions.
The ’time’ in this simulation is fixed at the time the potential was frozen. Since the
halo and stellar particles are not moving, no angular momentum transfer occurs.
So we have the opportunity to study the orbital structure of the galaxy at a fixed
moment in time.
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The second change to GIZMO involves the calculation of the test particle accel-
eration at each time step along its orbit. According to equation 1.4, which is written
in the bar frame, two fictitious force must be added to the particle acceleration —
the Coriolis and centrifugal forces. We calculate this for each test particle at each
time step and edit the particles acceleration accordingly.
By integrating the test particles in the frozen potential for some time, T , the data
output the particle coordinates x(t), y(t), and z(t) as a function of time. We integrate
the particle orbits for multiple revolutions to obtain a statistically significant value
of the characteristic frequencies discussed above. In order to resolve each orbit, we
need to have a sufficient number of particle positions along the orbit.
To do this we estimate the orbital time of a particle at R as:
T
orbital
=
2⇡R
V
c
(4.2)
where v
c
is the circular velocity at R. For example, for the inner disk, at 0.5 kpc this
means:
T
orbital
=
2⇡(0.5 kpc)
200 (km/s)
= 15.4Myr. (4.3)
To resolve a large dynamic range of orbits, we use a sufficiently small constant
time step of 1 Myr to integrate each orbit. A large number of orbits is integrated si-
multaneously. We track 30-50 revolutions around the center for each particle. Hence
particles near the center of the galaxy complete these revolutions in less time com-
pared to those in the outer galaxy. We collect the test particle orbits into bins of an
average R value. Orbits in each bin are run separately from orbits in other bins to
increase the computational efficiency.
Thus, each particle will complete between 30 to 50 orbits and each orbit will
have between 170 and 250 data points. Orbits that do not conserve E
J
for numerical
reasons, are thrown out of the analysis. Most of the disk and halo orbits did conserve
E
J
. Figure 4.2 shows some of the orbits tracked inside the stellar disk.
Finding the frequency of trapped orbits is complicated by the fact that the orbit
is integrated for points along the orbit, so it is important to resolve all features of
the orbit. To find the angular frequency, ⌦, we apply the Fourier Transform to the
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values of   (calculated as tan 1 y(t)
x(t)) for each timestep of the orbital evolution. The
largest Fourier power of the resulting spectra is ⌦  ⌦
b
for the orbit. The epicyclic
or vibrational frequency, , is found similarly by taking the Fourier Transform of
cylindrical R vs time. Figure 4.3 shows an example for an orbit with an ⌫ equal
unity.
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Figure 4.2: A few examples of stellar orbits in a disk. The left column shows the
face-on orbit aligned with the bar. The middle column shows the edge-on view of
the same orbit. On the right we show the orbits along the minor axis of the bar.
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Figure 4.3: Left top: Sampling of   vs time plot. Left bottom: Resulting frequency spectra, the largest spike
gives ⌦. Right: Same as the left but for R vs time. The spike shows .
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The code is automated to run and analyze 200, 000 particle orbits in four steps,
as following,
1. Calculate E
J
for each particle in either halo or disk. Randomly identify 120, 000
particles to match the E
J
distribution of the component.
2. Create new data file with test particles with the positions and velocities of the
particles identified in step 1, but with near zero mass.
3. Bin particles into average R of an orbit. From this, save to text file enough
data points to get 30-50 orbits for each particle. Run model with frozen disk
and halo for 10,000 timesteps for each of the orbit bins.
4. Analyze each orbit by finding ⌦ and . Plot a histogram of ⌫. Due to the large
number of text files (one for each timestep) this step is parallelized to run on
multiple processors using schwimmbad [76] an MPI tool for Python.
4.2 Results
We start with basic analysis of diskless DM halos in order to verify their stability,
and continue with halos hosting stellar disks. To calibrate our simulations we run
a number of new models of spherical diskless DM halos within the same range of
  ⇠ 0  0.09. Moreover, we have added three additional models: diskless halos with
  = 0.10 and 0.1077, as well as P90 model with frozen stellar disk. The reasons for
these additional models are explained in Section 4.2.1. We also measure the Fourier
amplitude of developing DM bars in response to evolving stellar bars, present the
results of the orbital spectral analysis, and determine the rates of angular momentum
transfer in the disk-halo systems, emphasizing the role of prograde and retrograde
DM orbits.
4.2.1 Diskless Spinning DM Halo Systems
We have created a spherical nonrotating DM halo with an isotropic velocity dis-
persion and the NFW density profile. The halo does not contain a disk and starts
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Figure 4.4: Evolution of ˙J within the inner 30 Kpc of diskless DM halos. The left
is the H00 (  = 0.0) model and then we increase   to the right. The halo with the
largest fraction of angular momentum is H108 (  = 0.108) on the right. For more
see Figure 3.7, compare to the models containing stellar disks with the same color
palette.
from equilibrium initial conditions. The model has been evolved for 10 Gyr. We spin
up this halo to   = 0.03, 0.06, 0.09, 0.1, and 0.108, using the same procedure from
section 2.2, and observe their subsequent evolution. Note that our spherical NFW
halo reaches a maximum   = 0.108, when 100% of particles are rotating in same
direction. We call this sequence an H-sequence of diskless halos.
Figure 4.4 displays the rate of J flow inside the inner . 30 kpc of the H00 ⇠ H90
models. For   = 0 model, H00, the rate of J flow, ˙J , exhibits noise only, as we show
below. For models with increasing  , a pattern develops of alternating, very weak
emission and absorption of J at radii & 10 kpc. We have measured and found no
growing low Fourier modes with m = 1   4. No other changes pointing to internal
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Figure 4.5: Top row: Evolution of ˙J within the inner 30 Kpc of diskless DM halos.
The left is the H00 (  = 0.0) model and the right is the H90 (  = 0.09) models. For
more see Figure 3.7, compare to the models containing stellar disks with the same
color palette. Bottom row: We subtract the the noise measured in the ˙J transfer
in both models—see text for discussion on noise calculation and subtraction. After
subtraction, the H00 model no longer shows emission or absorption and the H90
model shows a very low rate of alternating emission and absorption signal. We note,
that the signal of absorption/emission in this model appears between 15 and 30 Kpc
which is outside the region of dynamical instability development. No dynamical or
secular evolution of volume density or velocity distribution profile is detected in this
model.
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evolution have been detected as well, such as in density and angular momentum
profiles.
Figure 4.5 show color maps for the H00 and H90 models (top) compared to the
noise subtracted plot (bottom). We calculated the variance in ˙J over a 10 Gyr and
determined the width,  , of the resulting Gaussian distribution of variance. We
then removed the ˙J signal up to 3  from the data in each figure, and plotted the
resulting angular momentum rate of transfer. The scale of the angular momentum
transfer in the H90 halo now shows a very weak emission and absorption, basically
corresponding to the minimal signal detectable in the color palette. This probably
corresponds to the discreteness noise, as J is conserved within 0.1% over 10 Gyr.
Hence, all our models of diskless halos remain stable and do not form bars. Each
halo maintains its original dispersion velocities and the original NFW density profile
throughout the 10 Gyr run. We include these results to show the stark contrast of
halo evolution and angular momentum flow when the system hosts a stellar disk, e.g.,
Figure 4.15. Hence we consider these diskless halos being stable both dynamically
and secularly.
Our results do not contradict the models of Kuijken & Dubinski (1994) [50], which
obtained instability for a substantially oblate halo with axial ratio of c/a = 0.8. In
the NFW halos, most of the mass is located in the outer shells, and oblateness results
in moving DM particles away from the rotation axis. As a result, Dubinski & Kuijken
model had   = 0.18, almost a factor 2 larger in in our halos with a maximal   of
0.1077. Hence, we have verified that DM halos within our   range are stable in the
absence of stellar bars.
We have run an additional test model that has our DM halo with   = 0.09 and a
frozen disk potential. Such model with   = 0 was run by Peterson et al. (2016) [70]
to examine the development of a DM bar without interaction from the stellar bar.
However, in our test we push further into domain found by Dubinski et al. (1994)
[50] to be unstable, i.e., involving much higher spin. In this respect our test is more
challenging. We find no evidence of instability or bar formation in this halo as well.
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Figure 4.6: Evolution of A2/A0 for stellar (solid lines) and DM (dashed lines) bars
in the P00 (blue) and P90 (red). These two models represent the extremes of the
P-sequence with the range of   from 0.0 to 0.09 The limits of integration are the
same as Figure 3.1 and are also described in the text.
4.2.2 Evolution of DM Bar Amplitude in Spinning Halos
Collier et al. (2018) [19] have analyzed stellar bar evolution and the angular mo-
mentum redistribution in the disk of disk-halo systems with a range in  . Here we
focus on the response of DM halos under these conditions. Disks start axisymmetric,
spontaneously break this symmetry and develop stellar bars — a dynamical stage
of evolution. These bars buckle vertically and either experience a secular growth or
not, depending on the parent DM halo spin. To quantify this evolution in the DM,
we measure departure of its density distribution from axial symmetry using Fourier
mode amplitudes. The bar amplitude has been defined using the Fourier m = 2
mode, namely,
A2
A0
=
1
A0
NdX
i=1
m
i
e2i i . (4.4)
Although higher modes are not completely negligible, we ignore them here. The
summation is performed over all disk particles with the mass m = m
i
at azimuthal
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angles  
i
, for R  14 kpc, and |z|  5 kpc. The amplitude of the m = 2 mode
has been normalized by the monopole term A0. The radial and vertical limits of
summation correspond to the maximal length and well above the vertical thickness
of stellar bars in P00 model. To measure amplitudes of DM bars, we followed the
same procedure. For an unbiased comparison, we refrained from changing the radial
and vertical limits of integration when measuring the amplitude of the DM bars,
although DM bars appear shorter and ’fatter’ than the stellar bars in all models.
Figure 4.6 displays the evolution of the A2 amplitudes for both stellar and DM
bars, for two models at the extremes of the   sequence, namely   = 0 and 0.09, i.e.,
P00 and P90 models. The associated DM bars are much weaker than stellar bars,
only reaching the maximum A2 ⇠ 0.02   0.08 along the spin sequence, while the
stellar bars reach A2 ⇠= 0.45. Both phases of bar evolution, dynamical and secular,
are highly dependent on the   of the parent halos, as seen in Figure 4.6. Stellar bars in
nonrotating and slowly rotating halos resume growth after buckling. Bar amplitude
within faster spinning halos stagnates and shows no growth after buckling, during
their secular evolution stage.
Figure 4.7 exhibits the evolutionary trends of DM bars along the   sequence.
First, as   increases, the DM bar appears earlier, when compared to lower   models.
Second, after buckling of stellar bars, DM bars inside large   halos do not regrow,
similarly to their stellar counterparts, as noted first in Collier et al. (2018) [19].
While the above evolution of DM bars is expected due to the evolution of the
associated stellar bars, Figure 4.8 displays the idiosyncrasy in their behavior. Here
we plot the maximal strength of DM and stellar bars, before buckling of stellar bars,
normalized by the the maximal strength of the DM or stellar bar in the fiducial P00
model. The red line reflects the behavior of stellar bars in the Figure 1 of Collier et
al. (2018) [19], and stays flat. Meaning that the maximal pre-buckling amplitude
of stellar bars is basically independent of  . In contrast, the blue line representing
the DM bars exhibits a dramatic increase with  . For example, the P90 DM bar has
its maximal pre-buckling strength amplified by a factor of ⇠ 3.4 compared to P00
model.
We test whether this increase in the maximal amplitudes of DM bars along the
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Figure 4.7: Fourier amplitude A2/A0 for DM bars along the   sequence. Note the
maximal strength of the DM bar has a strong dependence on the cosmological spin
parameter of the halo. When comparing this figure to the stellar bar sequence (Figure
3.1) the vertical spread in bar strength during the secular phase of evolution is much
weaker for the DM bars.
halo spin sequence is related to the fraction of prograde populated DM orbits in
our models. Table 4.1 presents the halo spins and a fraction of prograde DM orbits.
Comparing the maximal pre-buckling amplitudes of DM bars, we observe a direct
dependency of the maximal A2 on the fraction of prograde orbits, f , in the DM halo.
When f = 1, all DM particles are rotating in the same (prograde) direction, and
when f = 0.5, the halo has   = 0.
The amplification we observe in the DM bar strength, along the   sequence, is
not observed in the stellar bars, because most of the particles in the stellar disk are
already on prograde orbits. To investigate the role of the prograde orbits along the
halo spin sequence, we resort to the orbital spectral analysis in section 4.2.3.
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Figure 4.8: A comparison of stellar (red solid line) and DM (blue solid line) bars
maximal strength along the   sequence. We normalize this bar strength maximum
by the maximal amplitude of the stellar/DM bar in the fidcucial (P00) stellar/DM
component . Therefor the P00 point for each component is found at one. We find
that while the stellar bar amplitude is largely independent of   the DM bar strength
is strongly amplified by increasing the spin of the DM halo.
Table 4.1: Fractions, f , of prograde DM orbits in our models.
Model   f
P00 0.00 0.50
P30 0.03 0.62
P60 0.06 0.76
P90 0.09 0.88
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4.2.3 Spectral Orbital Analysis for Stellar Disks and DM Halos
Next, we perform the orbital spectral analysis to determine the distribution of stellar
and DM orbits with the normalized frequency ⌫ for each of the models along the  
sequence (section 4.1.2). Our goal is to find the fraction of disk and halo orbits
trapped at the main resonances, the ILR, CR, and the OLR, as well as at higher
resonances.
The orbital spectral analysis has been performed prior to buckling in each model,
when stellar bar amplitudes have the same value. This allowed to measure the
trapping efficiency at similar stages of bar evolution. Due to dependency of the bar
strength on  , similar A2 occur at different times in each model (see also Figure 3.2).
This comparison must be performed in the pre-buckling phase of evolution, because
post-buckling disks within halos of   > 0.05 essentially lack stellar bars, and only
weak oval distortions are present, which cannot trap the orbits.
The resulting distribution of stellar and DM particles with ⌫ is given in Figure 4.9.
Both DM and stellar particles are concentrated at specific frequencies corresponding
to the resonances. For disk stellar particles (the bottom frames), the main trapping
corresponds to the ILR, ⌫ = 0.5. Smaller fractions are trapped at the CR and
the OLR, respectively. Previous work has clarified which resonances are mainly
responsible for the angular momentum loss by the disk, and singled out the ILR as
the main sponsor (e.g., Athanassoula (2003) [5], Martinez-Valpuesta et al. (2006)
[61], and Dubinski et al. (2009) [29]). Note that the trapping fraction of stellar orbits
is independent of  .
A completely different picture emerges about the DM halo orbits trapped by the
resonances (top frames). The CR resonance in the halo indeed remains the most
efficient in trapping the DM orbits for all  , as noted before for   = 0 models. But
the fraction of trapped DM orbits by the CR depends on  , increasing monotonically
with the spin. This increase in the efficiency of trapping correlates nicely with the
increase in the fraction of prograde orbits in the halo Table 4.1.
The ILR resonance traps small amount of DM particles, which has been noticed
already in Martinez-Valpuesta et al. (2006) [61]. In P00, the OLR is weak and the
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of resonance trapping in DM halos along the   sequence. The
halo (top frame) and disk (bottom frame) for four representative models, P00, P30,
P60 and P90. The spectral orbital analysis has been performed before buckling, when
A2 was near their maxima, and the bar strength had approximately the same value.
The y-axis shows the fraction of DM and stellar particles trapped at each resonance.
The total number of particle orbits analyzed is taken to unity. The x-axis gives the
normalized frequency ⌫ ⌘ (⌦   ⌦
b
)/ (see definitions in the text). The frequency
bin is  ⌫ = 0.01. The main resonances are ⌫ = 0.5 (the ILR), ⌫ = 0 (the CR), and
⌫ =  0.5 (the OLR) The times chosen for the analysis are: t = 3.67, 2.82, 2.01, 1.43
for the P00, P30, P60, and P90 models respectively.
ILR is very weak. Other resonances are completely negligible. What is new here,
is that the trapping ability of the ILR increases rapidly with  , much faster than
that of the CR. For P90, the ILR is the second important resonance. Nearly the
same effect occurs with the OLR. For P60 model, the OLR is barely more significant
than the ILR, their roles have been reversed in P90, where the ILR dominates over
the OLR. We also note the nonnegligible trapping by higher resonances for larger
 , especially for inner resonances with ⌫ > 0.5, but also for outer resonances with
⌫ <  0.5. When counted together, these resonances compete with the three main
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resonances in trapping efficiency of the DM orbits, especially the ⌫ = 1 resonance.
To estimate the contribution to the angular momentum transfer by resonance
trapped orbits, we use the orbital spectral analysis for two time snapshots. We
measure the angular momentum lost by the stellar bar to the outer disk and to halo
during this time interval. The angular momentum lost due to resonance trapped
DM orbits is obtained from difference in J of these orbits at these two snapshots.
Finally, we subtract the resonant angular momentum lost from the total J lost —
this J transfer is attributed to nonresonant interactions. The timing of two snapshots
for the orbital spectral analysis is tuned to the moment the disks from the P00 and
P90 models had lost the same amount of angular momentum. In the P00 model, we
find that ⇠ 50% of the total angular momentum lost is due to resonant exchange.
In the P90 model, this number is ⇠ 88%. These numbers reproduce the values
of f (Table 4.1). This difference might seem small but it represents the angular
momentum lost during a limited time, ⇠ 1Gyr, of a pre-buckling evolution. In the
long run of 10 Gyr, the P90 model disk loses much less J than P00 disk, because
the bar is essentially dissolved after buckling and the J transfer is stopped. Overall,
we observed a trend, in models with larger fraction of retrograde DM orbits, we find
that the nonresonant J transfer is more significant, as long as the stellar bar persists.
So, we conclude that the fraction of particles trapped at specific resonances is
directly responsible for the angular momentum redistribution in the disk-halo system.
Section 4.3 discusses the measured angular momentum transfer from orbital spectral
analysis presented in figure 4.16.
For the first time we show that the efficiency of orbit trapping by the resonances
in spinning halos depends on   and is directly proportional to the fraction of the
prograde DM orbits. At the same time, the lower frames of Figure 4.9 confirm that
efficiency of trapping of the disk orbits is independent of  , as expected. We observe
a steady and monotonic increase of trapping efficiency by the halo resonances, the
CR, ILR and OLR, as well as by higher resonances.
To estimate the contribution to the angular momentum transfer by a resonance,
we can complete the orbital analysis at a second time step and measure the loss of
J by each resonance. First, we calculate the total J of the particles trapped at each
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Figure 4.10: We overplot the times chosen for spectral orbital analysis on the evolu-
tion of bar strength amplitude for each model. The pink circles represent the time
step of orbital spectral analysis shown in Figure 4.9. The times labeled t1 and t2 for
P00 and P90 are the times when the spectral orbital analysis was performed to find
the  J due to resonant angular momentum transfer found in Figure 4.16.
peak, for the first and second time steps. The angular momentum lost or gained at
each resonance is obtained from the difference in J for these two time steps. Next, we
can calculate the total angular momentum lost by the disk, and from this we subtract
the angular momentum lost by resonances to find the nonresonant fraction of angular
momentum transfer. The timing of the orbital spectral analysis is plotted in Figure
4.10. We fine-tune the two time steps so the total angular momentum lost by the
disk is identical for the P00 and P90 models. In the P00 model we find that ⇠ 50%
of the total J lost is due to resonant exchange, while in the P90 model this number
is ⇠ 88%. These numbers reproduce the values of f found in 2.1. The obtained
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difference might seem small, but note that it represents the angular momentum lost
during a short time period of ⇠ 1 Gyr during the pre-buckling evolution. Overall,
we observe a trend in the models of increasing f with  . The P90 stellar disk loses
much less J than the P00 model over 10 Gyr of evolution because the bar is essentially
dissolved after the buckling in DM halos of larger  . The stellar bar has amplified
the angular momentum transfer to the halo.
We conclude that fraction of trapped particles at specific resonances is directly
responsible of the J redistribution from stellar bar to outer disk and halo. We
diagram the measured resonant and nonresonant transfer in Section 4.3 and Figure
4.16.
Sizes and Masses of DM Bars and Masses of Overall DM Response in
Spinning Halos
Collier et al. (2018) [19] have calculated the stellar bar sizes using two methods [61]:
(1) measuring the maximal extent of an x1 orbits from the characteristic diagram at
each time step, and by (2) fitting ellipses to disk isodensity contours, obtaining the
radial ellipticity profiles, ✏(r), and determining where ✏ falls 15% below its maximal
value. For DM bar sizes, we apply the 2nd method in the DM halo equatorial slice.
Figure 4.11 shows the evolution stellar and DM bar sizes, R
b
. One observes
substantial differences between these two components. For low   halos, the DM bars
grow monotonically in size but remain a fraction of the corresponding stellar bars.
For faster spinning halos,   >0.03, we observe that DM bar length rivals that of an
associated stellar bar.
We observe three categories of R
b
evolution — growth, saturation and decline.
All closely correlated with their stellar counterparts. For   < 0.03, the DM bar sizes
grow monotonically. For the range of   ⇠ 0.03  0.05, the growth saturates. And for
the extreme,   & 0.06, the DM bar sizes decline sharply after the buckling of stellar
bars. This corresponds to the dissolution of stellar bars.
We now estimate DM and stellar bar masses. For the stellar bars, we adopt the
major semi-axes and ellipticities from Collier et al. (2018) [19]. We assume that the
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Figure 4.11: Evolution of DM (solid lines) and stellar (dashed lines) bar sizes for
models in the range of   ⇠ 0   0.09. The stellar bar sizes have been determined
from extension of the x
1
orbital family and measuring the bar ellipticity profile of
isodensity contours in the xy-plane — to the radius where ellipticity has decreased
by 15%. The DM bar size is determined using the ellipticity profiles as well.
Table 4.2: Estimates of DM and stellar bar masses near their maximal strength in the
pre-buckling stage, in units of 1010 M . Also shown are the ratios of DM-to-stellar
bar masses. The lower line displays the masses of resonant DM orbits outside the
CR, in units of 1010 M .
P00 P30 P60 P90
DM Bar Mass 0.30 0.52 0.81 1.05
Stellar Bar Mass 2.49 2.49 2.49 2.49
Ratio (DM/Stellar) 0.12 0.21 0.33 0.42
Mass of DM Response
Outside the CR 0.29 0.33 0.34 0.46
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Figure 4.12: Top frames: Face on view of DM bars along the   sequence. Bottom
frames: edge on view. Shown are surface density contours at the time near the
maximal bar strength amplitude of these DM bars. The times are stated in the
caption of Figure 4.9. The color palette is in units of 108 M kpc 2. We show only the
DM particles trapped by those particles inside CR, obtained from spectral analysis.
vertical thickness of a stellar bar is that of the disk and the peanut/boxy bulge. We
count all the stellar masses within this volume.
For the DM bars, we use the above method to calculate their R
b
in the xy-plane.
The ellipticity of the isodensity contour crossing R
b
in the equatorial plane provides
us with the intermediate semi-axes of DM bars. Similarly, we find ellipticity of the
isodensity contour which crosses the R
b
point in the xz-plane, where x axis is oriented
along the stellar bar. This provides us the sizes of minor semi-axes of DM bars. As
a next step, we calculate the volume of the ellipsoid using its axes, and measure the
mass inside this figure. But, we do not expect all the DM orbits within the ellipsoid
to be trapped by the stellar bar, thus paticipating in the DM bar.
The shapes of DM bars in our models are displayed in Figure 4.12. We plot the
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Figure 4.13: The DM-to-stellar bar mass ratio for models in the range of   = 0 0.09.
The DM bar masses have been calculated from the orbital spectral analysis, and
include only DM orbits trapped inside the CR. The stellar bar masses have been
calculated likewise. For all models, we provide mass ratios determined close to the
maximal strength in the pre-buckling stage (the earliest points). For P00 and P30
additional 4 times each have been provided, covering the evolution timescale up to
10 Gyr. P60 and P90 stellar and DM bars essentially dissolved after buckling, and
hence no orbital analysis has been performed.
surface density of trapped DM particles inside the CR of the stellar bar found from
spectral analysis in Figure 4.9. The top frames of the figure shows the face-on view
of the DM bars. As   increases, the major and intermediate axes of the DM bar also
increase. The central region of the face-on P90 and P60 DM bars appears lopsided
and dumbbell-shaped.
The bottom frames of Figure 4.12 display the edge-on view of the DM bars in
all models. As   increases, the number of orbits trapped at higher |z| increases as
well. This increase of the vertical extent of trapped DM region with   appears to
be in a sharp contrast with the trapped stellar particles in the stellar bar, which are
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confined to the z-extent of the geometrically-thin disk.
From orbital spectral analysis, we have obtained the percentage of trapped DM
orbits by measuring the fraction of orbits inside the ellipsoid with measured axes —
orbits that are in resonance with the stellar bar. We have excluded all the trapped
orbits outside the CR. The resulting DM bar masses are then normalized by the
associated stellar bar masses and given in Table 4.2. Increasing   affects the DM bar
sizes and masses substantially, by increasing the number of trapped orbits, while it
has no effect or an adverse effect on the stellar bar masses. Therefore, in addition to
the increased number of prograde orbits in the same volume, more orbits are trapped
away from the equatorial plane, providing nonlinear amplification to the DM bar
strength. Finally, we note that the DM response involves additional resonant orbits
outside the CR. This contribution is shown in the last line of Table 4.2.
Figure 4.13 we plot the obtained ratios of DM-to-stellar bar mass from additional
orbital analysis for the P00 and P30 models. We determine that this ratio drops
sharply after buckling, and continues to increase very slowly thereafter. For the
P60 and P90 models, where the bars dissolve after buckling, no additional orbital
analysis can be done performed. Note that the P30 disk traps more DM orbits when
compared to the P00 disk, which causes its DM bar to be more massive and extend
to larger R and z, as can be seen in Figure 4.12. In P90 — the model with largest
 , the DM bar contributes to more than 40% of the stellar bar mass. In the above
estimates, we have neglected the resonant DM orbits which lie outside the volume
delineated by R = 29 kpc and |z| = 10 kpc. This accounts for ⇠ 3% of the resonant
DM orbits. For the edge-on estimate, we adopted the limit of |y| = 10 kpc in the
xy-plane.
We can extend the observed trends in the DM bar size and shape by looking just
outside the DM bar. The entire DM response to the perturbation of the tumbling
stellar bar can be studied accounting for gravitational wakes (including the DM bar)
which extend from inside the CR to beyond the OLR. Both the radial extent and
amplitude of these gravitational wakes grow with increasing  . Figure 4.14
Following the evolution of the obtained ratios of bar masses (Fig. 4.13), we note
that in the low-  models, P00 and P30, the bar mass ratio drops abruptly with the
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Figure 4.14: Surface density of the DM halos, at the times given in Figure 4.9 and
Figure 4.12 normalized by subtracting the surface density of the t = 0 DM halo.
Surface densities were calculated in the xy-plane within a slice of |z| < 3 kpc. The
color palette shows enhancements and deficiencies in density with the introduction
of the stellar bar. The stellar bar is plotted as a solid thick black line with length
given in Figure 4.11. We plot positive/negative isodensity contours for each model
as solid/dashed lines. We note that both the extension and amplitude of the surface
density perturbation grow with increasing  .
stellar bar buckling, and continues to increase very slowly thereafter. For high- 
models, P60 and P90, the bars basically dissolve, and no further measurements have
been performed. Note that P30 resonances trap more DM orbits compared to P00
and hence its DM bar is more massive, and extends further out in R and z, as is
evident from figure 4.12. In the highest spin halo, P90, the DM bar contributes more
than 40% of the stellar bar mass. Our error in the above estimates involves resonant
DM orbits which lie outside the volume delineated by R = 30 kpc and |z| = 10 kpc
— all together ⇠ 3% of resonant DM orbits. For the edge-on estimation we look at
the limit of |y| = 10 kpc which lies in the xy-plane.
The above trend in the DM bars can be extended for the overall DM response to
the perturbation by the underlying stellar bar. Figure 4.14 displays the full response,
which includes the DM bars and associated gravitational wakes. These extend from
inside the corotation radius to the OLR. Both the extent and the amplitude of the
response are growing with the halo spin.
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Figure 4.15: Rate of angular momentum, ˙J , emission and absorption by prograde
and retrograde DM halo orbits as a function of a cylindrical radius R and time, along
the   sequence. The color palette corresponds to gain/loss rates in J (i.e., red/blue),
using a logarithmic scale in color. The cylindrical shells binned at  R = 1 kpc and
extend to z = 10 kpc. The top row includes both prograde and retrograde orbits in
the DM halo. The middle row — only the prograde orbits, and the bottom row —
only the retrograde orbits. The unit of angular momentum transfer rate used in the
color palette is M  km s 1 kpc 1. Positions of major disk (linear) resonances, ILR,
CR and OLR, have been delineated in the nonspinning model.
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4.2.4 Angular Momentum Transfer for Prograde and Retrograde DM
Orbits
The DM halo of the P00 model consists of equal fractions of prograde and retrograde
DM orbits (because of   = 0), with are defined with respect to the disk rotation.
These fractions change when moving along the   sequence, as shown in Table 4.1.
As a next step, we analyze contributions of prograde and retrograde DM orbits to
the rate of angular momentum transfer along the   sequence.
To calculate the angular momentum flow in the system, we use the method pre-
scribed in Villa-Vargas (2009) [103], and used in Long et al. (2014) [55] and Collier
et al. (2018) [19]. We bin the halo into cylindrical shells of  R = 1 kpc, parallel to
its rotation axis, and create a two-dimensional map of the rate of change of J , i.e.,
˙J , in each shell, as a function of R and time. The maps are color-coded to show
positive transfer of J in red and negative transfer of J in blue. The color palette
has been normalized the same way for each figure. This method follows the total
angular momentum rate of transfer between the disk and the DM halo, though here
we show only the halo. As we discuss in section 4.3, the J transfer is not only limited
to disk-to-halo direction, but also within the DM halo — the DM halo also ‘talks’ to
itself. The rate of J transfer in the stellar disk has been displayed in Collier et al.,
where we use the method described in Section 3.1.5 in Chapter 3.
As a first step, we calculate ˙J — the rate of the angular momentum transfer
to, away, and within the DM halo, for models along the   sequence (Fig. 4.15, top
frames). These frames have been shown already in Collier et al. (2018) [19] in lower
resolution. The P00 model halo exhibits a pure absorption of J from the disk. Three
resonances appear prominent in its frame — the ILR, CR and OLR. They move out
with time due to the stellar bar slowdown. These resonances can be traced after
the buckling as well. Most of the transfer happens close to the time when A2 of the
stellar bar is close to the maximum, i.e., before and after the buckling. In this model
of a nonrotating halo, the stellar bar strength recovers after buckling and reaches its
pre-buckling maximum at t ⇠ 10Gyr (e.g., Fig. 4.6).
In the P30 model, prominent changes occur. The halo ILR region shows no
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emission but a weak absorption of J . The J transfer rate in the OLR region is
enhanced and the CR rate stays unchanged and weakens thereafter. In this model,
the stellar bar although recovers part of its original strength after buckling, still falls
short of the maximal A2 in the pre-buckling stage.
The P60 model shows a dramatic difference when compared with the lower  
models. The CR dominates in absorption, while the ILR is now very prominent in
emission. This trend continues to the P90 model. In these two models, the stellar
bars do not grow after the buckling. In fact, the loss of strength in buckling is
substantial, and the bars dissolve into weak oval distortions.
By separating the angular momentum flow for prograde and retrograde DM or-
bits, we gain some insight into J redistribution in the system. The middle row in
Figure 4.15 displays the ˙J along the   sequence for prograde orbits only. For the
P00, separation into prograde and retrograde orbits underlines the diminishing role
of the ILR for former orbits compared to the upper row of all orbits, and appearance
of a very weak absorption there. On the other hand, the retrograde orbits contribute
massively to ˙J in the ILR region.
With increasing   we observe an increasing emission by the ILR for prograde
orbits, decreasing absorption and switching from emission to absorption, with an
overall decrease of importance of J flow in the ILR region. This can be explained by
a fractional decrease of the retrograde orbits along the   sequence. When comparing
Figure 4.15 to Figure 4.9 we see that the nonnegligible increase in halo emission of J
coincides with the increase in resonant orbits within the ILR, especially at ⌫ = 1.
4.3 Discussion
Using high-resolution numerical simulations, we analyze evolution of the DM bars in
the disk-halo systems over the time period of 10 Gyrs. The DM bars form in response
to the stellar bars in the embedded disks. We focus on spinning DM halos with the
cosmological spin   ⇠ 0   0.09, and investigate how   affects the evolution of DM
bars, their morphology, strength, mass, size, the flow of angular momentum in these
systems, and implications for the stellar disk evolution. For this purpose, we use a
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representative model for DM mass and angular momentum distributions.
We start this section with outlining our main results. First, we find that the
maximal strength of induced DM bars depends strongly on the halo spin, while the
maximal strength of stellar bars is indifferent to  . Hence, the maximal strength of
DM bars depends on the fraction of prograde DM orbits in the host halos. Second,
the efficiency of trapping DM halo orbits by the resonances, including the ILR, OLR
and CR, as well as higher resonances, depends on  . We show this explicitly by
means of the orbital spectral analysis. It remains important to show that increase in
the trapping efficiency results in increase in the angular momentum transfer by the
resonances, and we address this issue below.
Third, the higher resonances, inside the ILR and outside the OLR, become pro-
gressively more important in trapping the DM orbits and hence for the angular
momentum flow in the system with  . We quantify this transfer below. The DM
halos not only receive their J from the disks, but actively transfer it to larger radii by
means of these resonances. In this respect, the halo ‘talks’ not only to the underlying
stellar disk but to itself as well.
Fourth, we analyzed the roles of prograde and retrograde DM orbits contribution
to ˙J . The prograde orbits dominate absorption of J at CR for all  , and show an
increasing emission of J with  . On the other hand, the retrograde orbits absorb at
low  , and emit J at higher  .
The robustness of stellar bars was called into question when halo spin has been
introduced [55] [19]. The halo spin   has a dramatic effect on the dynamical and
secular evolution of the stellar bar, and this holds true for DM bars as well. Because
the DM bars represent the halo response to the stellar bars perturbation, it is not
surprising that they mimic evolution of stellar bars to a larger extent. What is
surprising is that the DM response is so nonlinear — one cannot predict the amplitude
of a DM bar by simply scaling it with the stellar bar. Its behavior is more complex
than this.
The maximal amplitude of stellar response in galactic disks appears to be com-
pletely indifferent in its dynamical stage (i.e., pre-buckling) to the host halo spin.
This is in a sharp contrast with the DM response — in the range of   = 0   0.09,
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the amplitude of DM bar varies by factor of ⇠ 3.5. What is the reason for such a
sharp difference between the stellar and DM responses?
Plausibly, the answer lies in the increase of the number of prograde DM orbits,
but this increase is less than a factor of two, as shown by Table 4.1. Note that even
in   = 0 halo, 50% of the DM orbits are prograde. Hence additional cause must be
at play. A cause which is absent in the case of a stellar disk.
Orbits in a stellar disk prior to bar instability are largely prograde, and the
geometrical thickness of the disk naturally limits their z-extent. On the other hand,
even for the   = 0.09 spherical halo, when almost 90% of DM orbits are prograde,
the vertical extent of the DM orbital trapping is not limited, and higher latitude
orbits can be affected and trapped, for example by orbits closer to the equatorial
plane coupling to the higher z orbits. In this case, we should observe that both the
mass and size of a DM bar grow with the spin. This is exactly what is shown in
Figure 4.12 and Table 4.1. Moreover, this can be seen directly in Figure 4.15, where
loss of angular momentum in P60 and P90 models can be observed for DM orbits
lying close to the equatorial plane. This J is absorbed by the higher altitude DM
orbits.
We conclude that the main difference in DM response compared to the stellar
response lies in the availability of orbits capable of resonating with the perturber
and being trapped by numerous resonances. The orbital spectral analysis provides
the necessary insight into properties of DM bars, their evolution and the associated
intricacies of angular momentum transfer within the disk-halo system. Figure 4.9
exhibits monotonous increase in the trapping efficiency with   of the three main
resonances and additional higher resonances up to |⌫| ⇠ 1.5 searched by us. This
increase can be observed already in P30 compared to P00, and is supported by similar
frames in Figure 4.12. For higher  , the change is much more dramatic.
This progression in DM response with   was not observed by Peterson et al.
(2016) [70], because they limited their models by   = 0.03, and hence passed over this
effect. We have tested all our halos without and with frozen stellar disk potential,
and found that all halos are stable over 10 Gyr, and that previous claims in the
literature about developing instabilities in these systems are not substantiated by
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our analysis, which extends to   ⇠ 0.108 — the maximal spin attainable in spherical
NFW halos (section 4.2.1).
We have compared the properties of DM bars, e.g., their masses, for P00 and P30
models, with Peterson et al. (2016) [70], and find a very good agreement. Specifically,
the DM-to-stellar bar mass ratio is ⇠ 0.1 for P00. We find, however, that the DM
response goes well beyond the DM bar, and additional DM mass participates in the
gravitational wake, as shown in Table 4.2. For    0.03 models, we do observe a very
slow growth for the mass ratio of the bars, after the buckling, again in agreement with
Peterson et al. Yet during the buckling instability of stellar bars, we find that this
ratio drops substantially. For higher  , the secular growth is completely suppressed
and both types of bars essentially dissolve during buckling.
In addition to varying in length and mass, we have measured the angular separa-
tion between the stellar and DM bars. With stellar bar leading, this angle decreases
with  , if measured for same strength of stellar bars. This is another indication that
DM bars become stronger with   (Figure 4.7).
Next, we deal with the efficiency of J transfer from the stellar disk to the DM
halo by orbits trapped at the resonances. Specifically, we ask what is the fraction
of transferred J , attributed to the action of the resonances, compared to the total
amount of J transferred over a fixed time interval. To answer this question, we choose
two moments of time, t1 and t2 for each model, P00 and P90, when stellar disks lose
identical amounts of angular momentum. In other words, we choose these times in
such a way that each of the stellar disks have lost the same amount,  J(P00)=
 J(P90). Because the total J should be conserved, the DM halos in both models
should absorb the same amount of the angular momentum.
We calculate the amount of J
res
absorbed by the halo resonances in each model
during this time interval, using our method of orbit spectral analysis. Then find the
ratio J
res
/ J , for each model and compare them. This will provide a rough estimate
of the efficiency of J transfer by the resonances as a function of the halo spin  .
Note that Lynden-Bell and Kalnajs (1972) [57] have demonstrated that J-transfer
happens at the resonances. But they did not rule out some contribution from non-
resonant torques to this process. On the other, orbits that are non-resonant at some
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Figure 4.16: Top frames: P00 model — fractions of trapped stellar orbits and the
change of angular momentum,  J , by these orbits (left frame), and fractions of
trapped DM orbits and their  J (right frame). Bottom frames: P90 model — same
as P00. Trapping has been calculated for the three main resonances (ILR, CR, OLR)
and for higher resonances, up to |⌫| = 1.5 (see Figure 4.9 for more details). The  J
units are 1010 M  kpc kms 1. Note, the halo and disk y-axes are scaled differently
for clarity.
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time could resonate at some other time, making the careful check a difficult task.
We limit our conclusions to specific times in the evolution of the system only, leaving
the more general conclusions outside the scope of the present work.
Figure 4.16 shows the results of our analysis, for P00 and P90 models, and includes
the orbital trapping in the stellar disks and DM halos, as well as calculation of angular
momentum change at each resonance, up to |⌫| = 1.5, between t1 and t2. This figure
confirms that the stellar orbital trapping is independent of  , i.e., it is the same
in P00 and P90, even comparing individual resonances. The disk lost most of the
angular momentum by the ILR, and absorbed a small amounts of angular momentum
by the CR and the OLR.
The halo action is very different. The main resonance absorbing J is the CR,
but in P90 it absorbs by far more angular momentum than in P00. Where does
the excess of J come from? We note that all the other resonances become much
more active in P90 halo compared to P00. Some absorb and some emit J , but net
J is absorbed. In fact, only resonances inside the CR lose J , while the outside CR
resonances absorb it. We return to this point below, and see it as a proof that the
DM halo ’talks’ to itself.
We now compare the numbers obtained from orbital analysis of Figure 4.16. We
define the angular momentum unit as 1010 M  kpc kms 1, and all angular momentum
values in the following are given in these units. The total J lost by P00 and P90
disks,  J ⇡ 278, is the same by construction. The net resonant transfer using  J
res
in P00 halo is ⇡ 138, and in P90 is 246. The net transfer by nonresonant torques in
P00 and P90 respectively is about 139 and 31. We can estimate the fraction of  J
transferred by the resonances, ⇠ 50% in P00, and 88% in P90. Hence, the efficiency
of resonant J transfer is scaling directly with the fraction of prograde orbits in the
DM halo, f , and therefore with its spin  .
An additional interesting point about the angular momentum transfer by the
resonances can be observed in the P90 halo frame of Figure 4.16. This halo obtained
about a net of  J
res
⇠ 246 in resonant transfer. This net angular momentum is
made of absorbed ⇠ 589 and emitted ⇠ 341. Where is this excess of absorption
coming from? It cannot come from the disk, as this number is quoted above and is
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smaller. However, Figure 4.16 reveals that the excess absorption by the CR and the
OLR originates from the emission by the ILR and higher resonances inside the CR.
The puzzle is resolved by Figure 4.15 — this emission by the inner resonances comes
from the inner halo, < 10 kpc, while absorption is performed by the region of DM
halo at larger radii, ⇠ 10  30 kpc. This is what we meant above by the DM halo in
faster spinning halos ‘talks’ to itself.
We have discussed the rates of the J transfer along the   sequence in section 4.2.1.
Here, we take a closer look at these rates, focusing separately on prograde and
retrograde orbits in the DM halos. The two bottom rows of Fig. 4.15 show the
angular momentum transfer by prograde and retrograde DM orbits, respectively.
Moving along the   sequence, in the P00 model, the retrograde orbits primarily gain
angular momentum, and doing this more intensely than the prograde ones. When
  increases, the prograde orbits switch to losing J within the inner 10 kpc. This
change in ˙J is accompanied with an increase of absorption by the DM halo orbits
at larger radii. At the same time, the retrograde orbits play a lesser role in the
absorption, and switch to emission inside the inner 10 kpc. Moving along  , there
is a smaller number of retrograde orbits at t = 0, by construction. So, the P90
model displays only emission in the inner region, before the stellar DM bars dissolve
following buckling.
The total number of DM and stellar particles is conserved in these simulations,
but what about the ratio of retrograde to prograde DM orbits, ↵? Figure 4.17 shows
this ratio for two models with extreme halo spins, P00 and P90, and doing this at
t = 0 and t = 10Gyr.
Clearly, ↵ evolves with time, and in a non-uniform manner. At t = 0, ↵ is
constant with radius for all models. For P00, where ↵ = 1 for t = 0, at the end of
the simulation, ↵ ⇠ 0.9 and is still relatively constant with radius. but for higher  
models, at later time, ↵ develops a profile in r, and increases substantially at smaller
radii for higher   models. For example, in P90, as the stellar bar (and simultaneously
the DM bar) develops and gains strength, the number of prograde orbits decreases
within the stellar disk radius, more so in the central region, which becomes prograde.
The prograde orbits become retrograde when they are trapped by the bar. The DM
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Figure 4.17: Ratio of retrograde particle number to prograde particle number, ↵, for
the inner halo, R < 30 kpc, at three timesteps in the DM halo, at t = 0 (solid line),
at a time of maximum A2 (green line), and t = 10Gyr (dotted line), for different
models with   increasing to the right. The green line of the figure shows that there
is very little change in P60 and P90 between max A2 and t=10. This is because the
bar is responsible for the change in ↵ and the bar is dissolved in P60 and P90.
bar emits J as these retrograde particles become trapped. We observe this loss in
Figure 4.15. Within the region of central ⇠ 10 kpc. The ratio ↵ has increased from
⇠ 0.12 at the start of the simulation, to ⇠ 0.7.
How does a prograde DM orbit become retrograde? This process must involve
an interaction with the stellar bar, as isolated diskless DM halos do not exhibit such
evolution in ↵, i.e., their particle trajectories do not change the sense of revolution.
We find that very elongated and therefore slowly precessing, low angular momentum
orbits can be slowed further by the bar and reverse their precession and streaming
(i.e., motion along the orbit). We present two examples of this process.
Figure 4.18 shows the time evolution of the angular momentum of two DM par-
ticles in P90 model. Both of them begin the simulation as prograde and become
retrograde. At early times both orbits have positive angular momentum, and both
values remain relatively stable until the bar appears, after ⇠ 1.5 Gyr. The bar influ-
ence these particles is quite different. Figure 4.19 shows the trajectories at multiple
time steps for the two orbits. I have subtracted the rotation of the stellar bar from
all frames—the bar is aligned along the horizontal axis. In the first frame, before
the bar instability both these particles are on retrograde rosette orbits. The middle
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Figure 4.18: Instantaneous J
z
of representative DM particle over the length of the
simulation. The top orbit is trapped by the bar, the bottom orbit is not.
frames shows these two orbits while the bar is strong. In both cases the orbit has
collapsed to slow the precession. The top orbit is clearly trapped in the stellar bar,
while the bottom orbit is continually slowing its precession, but it is not trapped in
the bar. After buckling the bar in this model is dissolved. Both orbits maintain their
retrograde precession with much more radial orbits.
Figure 4.18 shows the DM particle’s angular momentum profile shows periodic
gain and loss in J
z
as it oscillates between prograde and retrograde. After the bar
buckles (and does not recover after buckling) these particles settle in retrograde
orbits with negative J
z
. While these orbits are influenced by the bar to reverse their
angular momentum, we do not find that all these DM particles become trapped by
the stellar bar and we have shown an example of a trapped and free particle that
reverses its orbits.
One can ask whether the ’depth’ of the buckling instability, as measured by the
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Figure 4.19: Particle positions of the orbits from Figure 4.18 at three time steps
taken in the live potential. Before the bar appears, while the bar is strong, and
after buckling destroys the bar. The top particle is trapped by the bar, the bottom
particle is not. In all frames the bar has been aligned along the horizontal axis.
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stellar A2, depends on the number of retrograde orbits in the halo. Our initial
conditions have identical disks embedded in DM halos of a differing spin. Analyzing
the resonance trapping by the stellar disk at similar bar strengths inside the spinning
halos, we found that the trapping efficiency of stellar orbits correlates strongly with
 . We also measured A2 and found that pre-buckling bar strength does not depend
on the halo spin. Why then does the loss of strength by the stellar bar during
buckling vary so much with  ?
Figure 4.17 provides some, yet not fully compelling explanation for this effect.
Substantial loss of strength by the stellar bar during the buckling instability is ac-
companied by equal loss of strength by the associated DM bar. The DM orbits
de-correlate their orientation during this short time period. This is expected to lead
to a sharp reduction in the efficiency of resonance trapping. As shown in Collier et
al. (2018) [19], the disk is heated up by the appearance of a large number of low
angular momentum orbits released by the bar. DM bars follow this trend and release
the DM orbits. A larger fraction of these orbits are retrograde for large  , and most
of them are found in the stellar bar region, as shown in this figure. Because DM bars
strength depends on  , and increases with it, this de-correlation will have a stronger
effect on higher spin halos compared to low spin ones, and on the underlying stellar
disks.
We note, that models with strong stellar bars are expected to be accompanied
by a strong DM bar component. This is true especially for halos with larger spin,
but only for   > 0 ! If the halo spin can be measured, a strong case can be made for
aiming direct detection DM experiments at these spinning halos with strong stellar
bars, as we expect a large volume and DM mass to be trapped and accompanying
the stellar bar.
Our choice of J distribution with radius is not unique, but is severely constrained
by the NFW density profile and the halo shape. Within these limits, one can imagine
the following J distribution — the inner halos remains similar to the P00 model, while
the outer halo has the fraction of prograde particles modified, i.e., f ⇠ 0.88, as in
P90 model. How does this effect the stellar bar evolution?
To test this, we have analyzed the rate of J transfer in our models, and especially
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the spatial extent of ˙J map in Figure 4.15. We find that the part of the DM halo
that is active in J redistribution extends to the box of R ⇠ 30 kpc and z ⇠ 10 kpc,
few time the stellar bar size. The stellar disk communicates with the halo within this
volume, which includes the volume in which the halo ‘talks’ to itself. The angular
momentum outside this box has no effect on the interior and so on the stellar disk.
Yet, one should exercise caution in this respect — if J is injected from outside into
the halo surrounding the above box, it can and will diffuse inwards. We have tested
this by spinning up the P00 halo to f ⇠ 0.88, but only outside 40 kpc, and observed
the J diffusion inwards.
If J is injected from outside into the halo surrounding the above box, it can
and will propagate inwards on a secular timescale. As this process is irreversible,
it reminds us of a ’diffusion.’ Strictly speaking, it cannot be applied to a collision-
less system, but was nevertheless argued by Lynden-Bell (1967) [56], by introducing
coarse-grained and fine-grained distribution functions. We have tested this by spin-
ning up the P00 halo to f ⇠ 0.88, but only outside 40 kpc, and observed the J slow
propagation inwards.
However, if J is injected at small radii, it has difficulty to diffuse out even in the
Hubble time. In summary, the total DM response to the stellar bar involves mass of
the order of the stellar mass, as follows from Table 4.2.
4.4 Conclusions
We present results of high resolution numerical simulations of stellar disks embedded
in spherical DM halos, with a range of cosmological spin parameter,   ⇠ 0   0.09
and a representative angular momentum distribution. In this work we focus on the
DM response to the developing stellar bars in the underlying galactic disks. This
DM halo response evolves as a DM bar, and we investigate its role in the angular
momentum transfer in the disk-halo systems. To address an ambiguity regarding
global stability for spinning spherical halos, we have also tested models of diskless
spinning DM halos, for   ⇠ 0   0.108. The upper limit of   follows from a model
with all DM particles on prograde orbits. Moreover, we have tested the model for
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DM halo with   = 0.09 and a frozen stellar disk potential.
Our main conclusions are as follows:
1. We have shown that diskless DM spinning halos are stable to bar instabilities,
and maintain their shape and velocity distributions. We have tested a range
of halos,   = 0.00 to 0.108 and found that all our DM halos are stable in the
absence of embedded stellar disks. We put to rest the idea that these halos
can be globally unstable and develop the m = 2 Fourier mode. DM halos
with   = 0.09 remained stable even in the presence of an embedded frozen
disk potential. Hence all the DM bars obtained in our simulations have been
triggered by the developing stellar bars, i.e., have been induced by them.
2. The strength of DM bars depends strongly on the DM halo spin, and, therefore,
on the fraction of prograde orbits (Note:This statement should be taken with
additional constraints imposed by the halo shape and the NFW profile, as
discussed in section 4.3) within a volume substantially larger than the stellar
disk radius. The maximal Fourier amplitude of the DM bars increases by a
factor of ⇠ 3.4 when   increases from 0 to 0.09. This is in sharp contrast
with stellar bars whose pre-buckling amplitude is independent of  . For a disk
containing about 98% of its mass within 17 kpc, the DM volume affected lies
within a sphere with ⇠ 30 kpc radius.
3. The efficiency of resonance trapping of DM orbits by the stellar bar increases
with  . This includes the main resonances, the ILR, CR and the OLR, as
well as higher resonances, both inside and outside the CR. This was shown by
invoking orbital spectral analysis.
4. The angular momentum transfer from stellar disks to DM parent halos is main-
tained by both resonant and nonresonant orbits. But the efficiency of angular
momentum transfer by the resonances increases with  , from about 50% at
  = 0 to ⇠ 88% for   = 0.09. Furthermore, different resonances exchange the
angular momentum with increasing  . For example, the ILR emits J while the
CR and the OLR absorb it. In other words, at higher  , the halo ‘talks’ to
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itself by means of exchanging angular momentum, which flows from the inner
resonances, e.g., the ILR, to larger radii, e.g., the CR and the OLR. Higher
resonances become more important with an increase of halo spin.
5. Prograde and retrograde DM orbits play different roles in the angular momen-
tum transfer in disk-halo systems. Prograde orbits dominate absorption of
angular momentum at the CR for all  , while retrograde orbits absorb at low
  and emitting the angular momentum at higher  . The fraction of retrograde
DM orbits increases with time during the bar instability, compared to the ini-
tial conditions, where the fraction of retrograde orbits is constant with radius,
by construction. This increase is more profound with increasing  .
6. We find that the mass, length, and shape of DM bars have a strong dependence
on the parent halo spin. The most massive, long and strong DM bars are found
in spinning halos before buckling.
7. The existence of the DM bar requires a stellar bar. The angle between the
stellar and DM bars decreases with an increasing halo spin. The DM bars lag
behind the stellar bars.
8. The overall DM response to the underlying stellar bar involves mass of the order
of the stellar bar mass. Furthermore, the active part of the DM halo which
participates in the angular momentum redistribution in the system constitute
a volume of R . 30 kpc and |z| . 10 kpc.
Stellar bars have been studied numerically for about half a century. Yet they
still pose unanswered questions. To a large extent they are the prime internal factor
which shapes disk galaxy evolution. What makes them even more interesting is
that they provide a strong link to host DM halos. Study of angular momentum
exchange between the disk and halo components can shed new light on the evolution
of galaxies which is driven by competition between internal and external factors.
The current work will be followed by a careful study of the effect of DM mass and
angular momentum distributions on the bar evolution.
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Cosmological simulations will approach the minimal resolution required to study
interactions in disk-halo systems in the near future. Both, galactic disks and their
host DM halos provide multiple tracers of internally and externally-driven galaxy
evolution. The second release of data from Gaia [32] cross-matched with SDSS
(Sloan Digital Sky Survey) reveals radius-velocity phase-space correlations originated
during mergers which occured over the last few Gyrs. Numerical simulations of Milky
Way-type DM halos have predicted that such ‘streamers’ will be present in the DM
halos, and accumulate since z ⇠ 1 (Romano-Díaz et al. (2009) [83]). Recent mixture
model analysis of SDSS-Gaia DR2 catalog has confirmed this effect (e.g., Necib et
al. (2018) [65]). Additional ’archaeological’ work will uncover other relics imprinted
on the halo kinematics during its buildup history.
Copyright c  Angela Collier, 2019.
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Chapter 5 Stellar Bars and Counter-Rotating Dark Matter Halos
Observations, theory, and numerical simulations have shown that galactic disks re-
side in massive dark matter (DM) halos. Tidal torque theory (TTT) predicts that
halos gain their angular momentum due to gravitational torques during the phase
of a maximal cosmological expansion (e.g., Doroshkevich (1970) [28], White & Rees
(1978) [110], and Fall & Efstathiou (1980) [31]). It remains an open issue whether or
not the angular momentum is modified during the subsequent evolution, when viri-
alized halos go through interactions and mergers (e.g., Porciani et al. (2002) [74]).
Alternatively, an increase in the angular momentum can be a transient phenomenon
(e.g., Romano-Díaz et al. (2007) [84]). The halo angular momentum, J , defines the
cosmological spin parameter   = J/J
max
, where J
max
is its Keplerian maximum (e.g.,
Bullock et al. (2001) [14]).
Owing to their formation history, the DM halos contain multiple kinematically
distinct components, including a baryonic spheroidal component and a disk. In this
work, we focus on the evolution of stellar bars and the DM response in disk-halo
systems with counter-rotating components. We provide observational evidence for
such systems followed by the modeling of stellar bars in counter-rotating halos. Note,
Dekel and Shlosman (1983) [26] found that the angular momentum vectors of disks
and halos can stay inclined for a prolonged period of time and may be the cause
of warps observed in galactic disks due to the tilted disk and halo. This additional
possibility is not discussed here.
There are three options for alignment or anti-alignment between the DM halo and
stellar component’s angular momenta. The disk or the DM halo can have distinct
regions of misalignment within itself. Alternatively, the disk can be anti-aligned with
the DM halo. We list the observational evidence for each of these cases below.
Some disks possess cold counter-rotating stellar components (e.g., Kuijken &
Merrifield (1993) [51]), such as counter-rotating bulges (Prada et al. (1996) [75]),
or counter-rotating inner disks that represent more than 25% of the observed lumi-
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nosity (and therefore the mass) as in Sa galaxy NGC 4138 (Jore et al. (1996) [43]).
Observations of decoupled stellar disks find that the counter-rotating disk is younger
and has a larger fraction of gas — which hints at the accretion history. Sellwood and
Merritt (1994) [90] have performed a suite of simulations of counter-rotating disks
after the claim that such a system exists in the S0 galaxy NGC 4550 (Rubin et al.
(1992) [85] and Rix et al. (1992) [79]). These simulations did not contain DM halos.
Still each of the disks produced a stellar bar that remained stable and rotated in
opposite directions. More realistic models require introduction of the DM halos.
Recent surveys find counter-rotating disks (either stellar or gaseous components)
occur in ⇠ 30% of S0 galaxies (e.g., Pizzella et al (2004) [73] and Davis et al. (2011)
[24]). The fraction is smaller in spiral galaxies, ⇠ 10% (e.g, Kannappan & Fabricant
(2001) [44], Pizzella et al. (2004) [73], and Corsini et al. (2012) [22]).
The Milky Way has satellites in retrograde orbits (Lockman (2003) [54]) and
numerical simulations show that the tidal streaming includes both material on pro-
grade and retrograde orbits (e.g., Romano-Díaz et al. (2007) [84], and Pawlowski
et. al (2011) [69]). For example, the simulations of Romano-Díaz et al. (2009) [83]
inspected the orientation of the angular momentum vector of different galactic com-
ponents and found that the angular separation is a function of time. The angular
momentum vectors continually move between being parallel to anti-parallel (see Fig-
ure 19 of [83]). One might expect the angular momentum vectors in the inner halo,
where the stellar potential and DM halo potential are of the same order, would be
forced to be either aligned or anti-aligned.
While statistics of angular momentum vector parallel/anti-prallel alignment be-
tween the disks and their parent halos is not available at present because the DM
is not observable directly, some clues about this relationship exist. Numerical sim-
ulations have predicted that halo stars, or ’streamers’, should adopt the angular
momentum profile of the DM halo they fall into. Finally, cosmological simulations
have shown that the counter-rotating disk components can arise naturally in hier-
archical clustering scenarios even in the absence of merging (Algorry et al. (2014)
[1]). The inner disks in these simulations host a counter-rotating stellar bar, while
the outer disk rotates with the DM halo.
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As observed disks can contain distinct components with anti-parallel angular
momentum vectors — one of these components should rotate with the DM halo and
one should rotate against the DM halo. The simulations here consider the evolution
of the anti-parrallel disk, how does disk evolution change inside such a retrograde
DM halo?
In the previous work, we have analyzed the angular momentum redistribution
in prograde disk-halo systems, and found that the halo spin plays an important
role in facilitating and amplifying the resonant angular momentum transfer in these
systems (Collier et. al (2018, 2019) [19] [18] and Chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis).
Based on the evidence presented above on counter-rotating systems, we must expand
our parameter space to study systems where DM halos have a net rotation in the
opposite direction of the baryonic disk.
Using orbital spectral analysis, we found that increasing the fraction of prograde
orbits in the DM halo (in the sense of the disk rotation) increases the resonant
trapping in the halo by the stellar bar (see Chapter 4 for definition of resonant
trapping). This in turn increases the resonant angular momentum transfer, which
partially explains the accelerated bar instability seen in the prograde spinning halo
models (e.g., Saha et al (2013) [86], Long et al. (2014) [55], Collier et al (2018 and
2019) [19] [18]). It is possible that this trend would continue in the reverse direction,
i.e., the bar will reach its maximal strength later in time in retrograde models than
in the prograde models.
Does increasing the number of retrograde orbits, i.e., decreasing number of pro-
grade orbits, limit the angular momentum transfer (by limiting the particles available
for resonant trapping) and inhibit the bar instability? In the case of rigid halos, which
cannot resonate or absorb any J , the bar instability weakens due to inability of par-
ent halos to absorb J . The small amount of material in the outer disk makes it more
difficult for the inner disk (which is bar-unstable) to transfer large amount of J . We
ask, if the retrograde halo orbits cannot resonate with the stellar disk, does this halo
behaves similarly to a rigid halo and slows down the bar formation and growth?
Saha et al. (2013) [86] simulated a counter-rotating halo of   = 0.05 and found
that counter-rotating halos do not promote the bar formation in the stellar disk.
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In fact, the stellar bar instability was slowed when compared to the nonspinning or
prograde-spinning halos. However, these results are limited in scope in that they
only analyzed the model in the dynamical phase of bar evolution and only for one
value of  .
We wish to corroborate, expand upon, and explain this behavior of counter-
rotating halos. How does the counter-rotating halo affect the stellar bar during the
secular evolution of a galaxy? How does the angular momentum transfer behave
in the presence of a counter-rotating halo? How do stellar bars in retrograde halos
differ from their counterparts in prograde spinning halos? Does the stellar bar alter
the DM orbits as Collier et al. (2019) [18] found in the prograde halos?
Here, we present models of stellar disks embedded counter-rotating halos and
compare their evolution with our fiducial nonrotating model of   = 0. All of our
models were simulated for 10Gyr to show dynamical evolution as well as secular bar
evolution in the post-buckling phase. For in-depth analysis of disk evolution within
prograde halos as a function of  , we refer the reader to Chapters 3 and 4.
This Chapter is organized as follows. We start with numerics, show our results
for stellar bar evolution within retrograde halos, and continue with evolution of DM
halos response. Next, we discuss our results and possible observational corollaries.
We end with conclusions.
5.1 Numerics
We model stellar disks inside spherical NFW halos using the N -body part of the
tree-particle-mesh Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH/N -body) code GIZMO
[39]. Our code units for mass, distance, and time are 1010 M , 1 kpc, and 1 Gyr.
The DM halo contains 7.2⇥106 particles and the stellar disk has 8⇥105. The halo
mass, M
h
, is 6.3⇥ 1011 M  and the disk mass, Md, is 6.3⇥ 1010 M  which allows the
ratio of DM particle mass to stellar particle mass to be near unity. For convergence
analysis, we doubled the particle number in some models to create models with higher
resolution which resulted in quantitatively similar evolution as those discussed here.
The opening angle ✓ of the tree code and gravitational softening parameters are
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set to 0.4 and 25 pc respectively. The models presented here have energy conservation
of 0.05% and angular momentum conservation of 0.03% for the length of the 10 Gyr
runs.
5.1.1 Initial Conditions
The initial conditions of the models follow the prescription of Chapter 2, but will be
briefly restated here.
The halo density given as an NFW [64] as described in Chapter 2,
⇢
h
(r) =
⇢
s
e (r/rt)
2
[(r + r
c
)/r
s
](1 + r/r
s
)
2
(5.1)
where ⇢(r) is the DM density in spherical coordinates, ⇢
s
is the (fitting) density
parameter, and r
s
= 9 kpc is the characteristic radius, where the power law slope is
to  2, and r
c
is a central density core, where r
c
= 1.4 kpc.
The stellar disk is an exponential and we ignore the bulge potential. Its volume
density is
⇢
d
(R, z) =
✓
M
d
4⇡h2z0
◆
exp( R/h) sech2
✓
z
z0
◆
, (5.2)
where M
d
is the disk mass, h = 2.85 kpc is its radial scalelength, and z0 = 0.6 kpc is
the scaleheight. R and z represent the cylindrical coordinates. The Gaussian cutoffs
are imposed at r
t
= 86 kpc for the halo and R
t
= 6h ⇠ 17 kpc. Using these initial
inputs the halo-to-disk mass ratio within R
t
is 2.
To initialize the halo velocities we freeze the disk potential and use a modified
version of the iterative method from Rodionov et al. (2006 and 2009 [81] [80]). For
a detailed description of technique applied see Collier et al. (2018 and 2019 [19] [18],
and Chapter 2). A short introduction to the iterative method follows.
We allow the halo to adjust to equilibrium velocities in the presence of the frozen
disk potential by letting the DM particles to evolve from initial positions and zero
velocities for a short time. Next, we use the nearest neighbor program to find the
evolved particle that is closest to the position of an original particle at the start of the
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iteration. The originally positioned particle is given the new position velocity. We
then repeat the iterations until the halo evolves for the short time without changing
density or velocity profiles. The iteration routine required about 50 iterations to
create a spherical NFW halo in equilibrium. To test the equilibrium, we ran the
halos for an additional 3 Gyrs to verify that its virial ratio or velocity distribution
do not change.
The above procedure creates a halo with the cosmological spin parameter   = 0.
To study retrograde halos, we must spin up the DM halo in the opposite direction
to the disk. To create halos with retrograde velocity profiles we have reversed the
tangential velocities of a fraction, f , of prograde particles (with respect to the ro-
tation of the disk). The value of f increases in order to create halos with larger  .
In this paper we present counter-rotating halos with a range of   of 0   0.09. Im-
portantly, reversal of tangential velocities maintains the solution to the Boltzmann
equation and does not alter the velocity profile (e.g., Lynden-Bell (1960) [56], Wein-
berg (1985) [106], Long et al. (2014) [55], and Collier et al. (2018 and 2019) [19]
[18]). For axisymmetric systems, the invariance with velocity reversals is a direct
consequence of the Jeans [41] theorem.
Each simulation begins with an identical axisymmetric disk that develops a bar
spontaneously via the bar instability. To quantify the bar strength, we measure the
amplitude of the Fourier m = 2 mode,
A2
A0
=
1
A0
NdX
i=1
m
i
e2i i , (5.3)
We sum over all particles with R  14 kpc, particle mass m = m
i
, and azimuthal
angle  , and normalize the amplitude by the m = 0 monopole term, A0.
We have produced a series of disk-halo models where the only difference in initial
conditions is their spin,  . Following the notation of Chapters 3 and 4, the models are
labeled as P if they are prograde and R if they are retrograde, and then multiplied
by 1,000. For example, the standard model, P00, is the nonspinning halo with   = 0,
and R60 is the halo with retrograde rotation and   = 0.06.
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Figure 5.1: (a). Evolution of the Fourier amplitude, A2, normalized by the monopole
term, A0, for the stellar bars along the   sequence in the counter-rotating models;
(b). The bar length, R
b
, evolution; (c). Evolution of the bar pattern speed, ⌦
b
, for
stellar bars in retrograde halo; (d). Vertical buckling amplitude, A
1z
, normalized by
A0. The fiducial model is shown by the blue line in all plots, for comparison.
5.2 Results
We present our results in two sections, separating the stellar and DM components.
We track the stellar bar evolution by measuring the bar strength amplitude,
A2/A0, the stellar bar length, Rb, the pattern speed, ⌦b, and finally the vertical
buckling amplitude, A
1z
/A0. Figure 5.1a exhibits the evolution of the stellar bar
amplitudes in retrograde models. The P00 model evolution is shown as well. A
number of conclusions can be drawn by comparing this Figure with behavior of
A2/A0 in Figure 3.1. First, the prograde and retrograde models, when arranged
from largest   to   = 0, and continuing along the increasingly negative  , show that
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the bar instability timescale increases monotonically.
Second, while stellar bars in prograde models display approximately the same
maximal amplitude in the pre-buckling stage, as Figure 5.1a shows, there is a gradual
decrease in this amplitude for counter-rotating models.
Third, all stellar bars buckle and reduce the amplitude abruptly, either in the
prograde or retrograde models. The prograde models display progressively more
dramatic decrease in A2/A0 with  , and this trend is obvious in the retrograde
models as well. But the drop in A2/A0 (i.e.,  A2/A0) is much less dramatic in the
retrograde models.
Fourth, in the secular stage of evolution, the amplitudes of bars in retrograde
models experience a monotonic growth, with only minor differences in the bar strength.
Contrary to this, the prograde models (Collier et al. (2018 and 2019) [19] [18]) show
a much more complex behavior, which includes essentially the bar dissolution for
larger  .
The stellar bar sizes have been determined from extension of the major axis of
the x1 orbits, and confirmed by measuring the bar ellipticity profile of isodensity
contours in the xy-plane, to the radius where ellipticity has decreased by 15% from
its maximum (Martinez-Valpuesta et al. (2006) [61], Collier et al. (2018) [19]). We
plot evolution of the stellar bar length for each model in Figure 5.1b.
The continued bar growth is indicative of the halos ability to gain angular momen-
tum in all retrograde models. Each stellar bar grows in size for the entire evolution
in retrograde halos. During the secular stage, we observe an increasing difference
between the bar sizes. For example, the R90 stellar bar grows more slowly than the
P00 stellar bar, and at t = 10Gyr, this bar is about 20% shorter than the P00 bar.
This is in stark contrast to the stellar bars in the prograde models, which are much
shorter in models of increasing  . The P90 stellar bar at t = 10Gyr is about 60%
shorter than the P00 stellar bar, for comparison.
Evolution of the pattern speeds of stellar bars in all retrograde models and in
P00 is given in Figure 5.1c. We observe that angular momentum transport, which is
facilitated by the bar breaking against the outer disk and the halo, is not inhibited
by an increase in the retrograde halo spin. In each model, the stellar bar releases
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angular momentum monotonically which allows for bar slowdown over the entire
simulation. Again, we can compare this evolution to the stellar bars in the prograde
models which slow down less in halos of increasing spin. When the bar is dissolved
in the prograde models it no longer evolves in ⌦
bar
.
We plot the Fourier amplitude of the vertical buckling, A
1z
/A0, in the rz-plane
in Figure 5.1d. The A
1z
is normalized by the monopole term, A0. The maximum
amplitude of the buckling instability does not depend on the  , but the time of
buckling does depend, as is also evident from evolution of A2/A0.
Based on this measurement of vertical asymmetry, we see no evidence of a second
stellar bar buckling in any of these models.
Figure 5.2: DM response to stellar bar in retrograde and prograde models: evolution
of the Fourier amplitude, A2, normalized by the monopole term, A0, of the DM bars
along the   sequence. Same limits in r and z are used to calculate the DM response
as for stellar bars. Note the change in the scale on the y-axis compared to the stellar
bars strength shown in Figure 5.1a.
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5.2.1 Dark Matter Bar Evolution
Before addressing the evolution of DM bars in retrograde halos, we discuss whether
these weak oval distortions can be defined as a DM ’bar’. On average the DM bars in
retrograde halos are at least a factor of three weaker than the DM bars found in the
prograde halos. The prograde halos have been discussed in Chapter 4, and Figure 5.2
compares the DM bar evolution in R90, P00 and P90 models. The DM response in
the retrograde halos is remarkably weaker than the response in the prograde halos.
As measurement of the bar amplitude, A2/A0, depends on the integration limits in
radius chosen for our analysis, there is no strict cutoff in bar strength that defines
one entity as a bar. We therefore continue to call the DM response in retrograde
halos a ’bar’, with the caveat that this response is much weaker than the response in
the prograde halos and resembles more an oval or ellipsoidal distortion in the DM.
Figure 5.3: DM response to stellar bar in retrograde models: evolution of the Fourier
amplitude, A2, normalized by the monopole term, A0, of the DM bars along the  
sequence. Same limits in r and z are used to calculate the DM response as for stellar
bars. Note the change in the scale on the y-axis compared to the stellar bars strength
shown in Figure 5.1a.
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Figure 5.3 reveals evolution of the DM bars triggered by the underlying stellar bar
along the retrograde   sequence. We find a compelling trend in the DM bar strength:
with increasing retrograde  , the strength of the DM bar grows slower after the time
of the buckling instability. Compared to the P00 model, having the strongest DM bar,
the peak strength in retrograde models is about 4-5 times lower in the pre-buckling
phase. There is similar dependence of the DM bar strength on  , as in stellar bars.
As shown in Figure 5.1a, the stellar bars reduce the maximal pre-buckling strength
along the retrograde   sequence. But the decrease in A2 during buckling is milder
in the retrograde models than in P00 — this result can be compared to Chapter 4,
where it was found that a massive DM bar contributes to a large decrease in stellar
bar strength during the buckling phase, which inhibits the stellar bar regrowth.
The secular evolution of DM bars is also weaker in all retrograde models, yet some
growth does occur. When compared to the stellar bars’ pre-buckling maximal A2/A0
in retrograde models, we observe a clear hierarchy, from P00 to R30, followed by R60
and R90. Yet, in the post-buckling secular phase, the difference between the stellar
bar strength gradually disappears, while all these models show a healthy growth.
A more careful study of Figure 5.3 reveals somewhat different behavior of DM bar
in the R90 model, which displays a much faster growth of A2/A0 after t ⇠ 6Gyr, and
an associated strong braking at the same time. In this behavior, the R90 DM bar
acts differently than other retrograde models. We ask, whether there is a plausible
explanation for this evolution. The DM bar in the R60 model shows a weaker version
of this evolution, which explains why the DM bar strength in this model increases
to rival R30.
The R90 DM bar becomes stronger than other retrograde DM bars after t ⇠
6Gyr. Incidentally, this behavior is well correlated with the phenomenon we term
an orbit reversal. By this we mean that DM orbits, that had been counter-rotating
with respect to the stellar bar tumbling and the disk rotation, change their angular
momentum from negative to positive — an orbital reversal. To quantify this effect
and to connect it to the above evolution of DM bar in R90, we calculate the fraction
of retrograde DM orbits as a function of time for each of the retrograde models, and
in P00 for comparison.
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Figure 5.4 presents the fraction of retrograde orbits in the inner halo of R < 20 kpc
and |z| < 10 kpc. This region should contain those particles that could possibly
interact and be trapped by the stellar bar. Figure 5.4 is relatively flat before the
stellar bar appears, indicating that the particle reversal in the DM halo is due to
the stellar bar and not due to the instability in the DM halo. In fact we have run
isolated, diskless, rotating halos and find them to be completely stable and their
density and velocity distributions show no evolution (see section 4.2.1 and Collier et
al. (2019) [18]).
We find that for all models, after the stellar bar instability, the inner halo becomes
more prograde with time (as seen in Figure 5.4), and the fraction of retrograde orbits
decreases. Though the R90 model has the smallest fraction of prograde particles,
it increases this fraction of prograde orbits at a greater rate than any of the other
models. In the subsequent analysis, we find that the reversed DM orbits are trapped
by the stellar bar. Having a substantially increased fraction of prograde DM particles
that are able to resonate with the stellar bar, amplifies the angular momentum
transfer rate from the disk to the halo, and, as a result, strengthens the DM bar
component as seen in Figure 5.3.
5.2.2 Post-Buckling Spectral Orbital Analysis of Stellar Disks and Par-
ent DM Halos
For a more detailed look at the behavior of retrograde models, we preform the spectral
orbital analysis to determine the distribution of orbits trapped at each resonance,
and how this trapping changes along the counter-rotating   sequence. The chosen
time for this analysis is identical for all models, at t = 8Gyr. This time is long
after buckling, i.e., during the secular growth phase of stellar bars. For comparison,
Collier et al. (2019) [18] performed this analysis before buckling. The reason for
this was that for prograde models, increasing   essentially destroys the stellar bars
for   > 0.05. For models presented here, increasing   in the retrograde direction
does not have that effect on the stellar bar growth after buckling. For a detailed
description on how these analysis is performed, see section 4.2.3.
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Figure 5.4: The fraction of retrograde orbits within R < 20 kpc and |z| < 10 kpc.
While the fraction of retrograde orbits in P00 changes little during the evolution,
increasing the retrograde   leads to the associated increase in the fraction of orbits
being reversed with time.
The result of orbital spectral analysis for each model is shown in Figure 5.5.
We plot the fraction of trapped orbits on the y-axis versus dimensionless ratio of
frequencies, ⌫ ⌘ (⌦ ⌦
b
)/, on the x-axis, where all the symbols have been defined
in the previous Chapters. The peaks correspond to frequencies where stellar and/or
DM particles are trapped by the resonances. The bottom frames show the stellar disk
and the top frames show the DM halo with   becoming more negative to the right.
In all models, the highest spikes correspond to the familiar resonances: the inner
Lindblad resonance (ILR at ⌫ = 0.5), the corotation resonance (CR at ⌫ = 0.0),
and the outer Lindblad resonance (OLR at ⌫ =  0.5). See Section 1.2 for more
detail on why these resonances are important. The stellar bar strength at this time
is approximately the same in all retrograde models.
The bottom row of Figure 5.5 displays the same analysis for the disk. We see
that the disk trapping is approximately the same at the ILR frequency, which resides
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Figure 5.5: The   sequence of resonance trapping for DM halos (top) and stellar disks
(bottom). The x-axis gives the dimensionless ratio of frequencies, ⌫ ⌘ (⌦ ⌦
b
)/ (see
definitions in the text). The y-axis is the fraction of orbits trapped at each resonance.
The ILR ( ⌫ = 0.5), CR (⌫ = 0.0), OLR (⌫ =  0.5) and higher resonances appear.
The frequencies are binned at  ⌫ = 0.01. This analysis has been performed at
t = 8Gyr for all models.
inside the bar and is the dominant resonance which ’emits’ the angular momentum
by the disk. As we move along the   sequence, a monotonic decline in the trapping
ability of the OLR can be observed. For example, for R90, the OLR appears to trap
about half of the orbits compared to the OLR in P00 model. There is also a smaller
reduction in the trapping efficiency of the CR, with increasing  . We also see a peak
develops between the CR and ILR of the disk with increasing  , at ⌫ ⇠ 0.25 — the
Ultra-Harmonic 1:4 resonance (UHR). This result implies that increasing retrograde
 , gradually prevents the outer disk orbits from being trapped by the stellar bar.
In these models, the stellar bar is displaying the trend of preferentially trapping the
DM halo particles rather than stellar particles in the outer disk. This result is a clear
outcome of our application of the spectral analysis.
Looking at the top frames of Figure 5.5, a different picture of resonance trapping
appears for the parent halos. The P00 model shows a strong peak at the CR, which
is thought to be the most important resonance for absorbing the angular momentum
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by the halo. With increasing  , this resonance becomes less important. This decrease
in CR trapping is associated with the increase in the retrograde particle fraction with
  in the DM halo.
Moreover, in the P00 halo, we see that the OLR is weak and the ILR is very
weak. As we move along the   sequence in Figure 5.5, the OLR and ILR become
more important while the CR decreases in importance. In the R60 and R90 models,
for example, the ILR and OLR rival the trapping efficiency of the CR. We also note
a non-negligible resonance trapping between the major resonances that we do not
see in the disk.
Though the importance of each resonance in the halo changes with  , the total
fraction of trapped orbits remains just under ⇠ 20% within the sampled region (see
Section 4.2.3). This trapping distinguishes retrograde halos from the rigid halos and
shows that this system is more complex than previously thought. Rigid halos do not
respond to the torques of stellar bar at all, while we find that the disk is adept at
trapping particles even in retrograde halos.
This varying efficiency of resonance trapping for the disk and halo orbits with
retrograde  , demonstrates that the details of angular momentum transfer in these
models must vary as well. We take a closer look at the angular momentum transfer
between disks and halos in the following section.
5.2.3 Rates of the Angular Momentum Transfer
An alternative way of analyzing the interaction between retrograde halos and embed-
ded disks, without referring to the resonances, is to visualize the flow of angular mo-
mentum in a galaxy using the method prescribed in Villa-Vargas et al. (2009) [103],
and implemented elsewhere (e.g., Long et al. (2014) [55], Collier et al. (2018 and
2019) [19] [18]). The halo and disk are binned into cylindrical shells of  R = 1 kpc.
We create two-dimensional maps of the rate of change of J in each shell as a func-
tion of R and time. These ˙J maps are then assigned a color palette, where a gain
of angular momentum is given in red and a loss of angular momentum in blue. The
color palette has been normalized separately for the disk and the halo.
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Figure 5.6: The top three rows show the rate of angular momentum, ˙J , emission
and absorption by prograde and/or retrograde DM halo orbits, as a function of a
cylindrical radius R and time, along the   sequence. The color palette corresponds to
gain/loss rates in J (i.e., red/blue), using a logarithmic scale in color. The cylindrical
shells are binned at  R = 1 kpc and extend to z = ±10 kpc. The top row includes
both prograde and retrograde orbits in the DM halo. The second row — only the
prograde orbits, and the following row — only the retrograde orbits. The bottom row
shows prograde and retrograde orbits of the disk. The unit of angular momentum
transfer rate used in the color palette is M  km s 1 kpc 1. Positions of major disk
(linear) resonances, ILR, CR and OLR, have been delineated in the nonspinning
model of each halo shape.
In the top row of Figure 5.6, ˙J — the rate of the angular momentum transfer has
been calculated from and to the DM halo, for models along the retrograde   sequence.
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The P00 halo displays a pure absorption of J by the halo. Three resonances are
clearly seen in this frame — the ILR, CR,and OLR, which also appear in the ˙J map
of the P00 disk. In the P00 model, the fastest J transfer happens close to the time
of buckling, where the stellar bar is the strongest, and where we see the deepest
emission and absorption in this Figure.
As we increase retrograde  , along the top row in Figure 5.6, a stark contrast
appears between the halo models. In the inner R < 10 kpc of models with larger
(negative)  , two deep absorption features are seen. The first one corresponds to
the buckling of the stellar bar associated with high J transfer to the halo. The
second deep absorption feature appears to increase in strength with increasing  .
The version of this figure for prograde spinning halos is shown in [18]. We note that
increasing   in the retrograde direction shows that the DM halos only absorb the
angular momentum. The emission features are absent in the top row of Figure 5.6.
But these emission regions can be seen prominently in halos rotating in the prograde
direction (e.g., Figure 4.15).
The second and third rows of Figure 5.6, display the transfer of angular momen-
tum rate from prograde and retrograde DM orbits separately. The P00 halo has
50% of particles rotating with the disk, and these prograde particles gain and lose
J , clearly following the resonances produced by the stellar bar. In the retrograde
particle plot for the P00 model, only absorption can be seen. For different models
with increasing (negative)  , the fraction of prograde particles decreases, and only
absorption is visible for the prograde particles. The ILR resonance appears more
important to prograde particles in these halos, and the gain of angular momentum
increases with  .
The third row of Figure 5.6 displays only the retrograde orbits, where only a gain
of angular momentum is pronounced in all models. Notably, this gain in angular
momentum increases with  , which corresponds to the increase in retrograde particle
fraction, as seen in Figure 5.4.
The final row of Figure 5.6, displays the rate of angular momentum transfer for all
particles found in the stellar disk. In the P00 disk, the importance of the resonances
can be clearly observed, and reaches larger R as the bar grows in size and slows
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down. The stellar bars differ in length by not more than 20% (Figure 5.1b), So they
do not differ dramatically from each other. But the J transfer appears quite different
when mapped using this method.
The OLR in the P00 disk extends to 25Kpc, as seen in the color map of Figure 5.6.
For comparison, along the retrograde   sequence, the OLR is stunted and stops well
before 20Kpc in the R90 model of the same color map. No gain or loss of J can be
observed in the R60 and R90 models in this figure after the time of buckling as well.
Stellar disks in prograde models are shown in Figure 3.7 and analyzed in Chap-
ters 3 and 4.
The second deep absorption feature in the DM halos, that gets stronger with
increasing  , coincides with the emission feature within central R < 5Kpc in the
disk, which gets stronger with  .
5.3 Discussion
We have analyzed the evolution of stellar disks embedded in counter-rotating DM
halos over 10 Gyr. We focused on the dynamical and secular evolution of stellar bars
in these systems, on the DM response to the stellar bar perturbation, and on the flow
of angular momentum in the system. The range of the counter-rotating DM halo
spin used is   = 0   0.09. Finally, we have compared the evolution in the prograde
and retrograde halos.
Our main results are as follows. First, we find that the maximum strength and
size of stellar bars is only moderately affected by the retrograde halo during dynam-
ical and secular phases of evolution. This is in a stark contrast with the prograde
sequence.
Second, the trapping efficiency DM orbits by the stellar bar is not affected along
the counter-rotating   sequence, i.e., stellar bars trap ⇠ 20% of the DM halo particles
in the sampled region) despite the increasing fraction of retrograde particles. Again,
this is contrary to the prograde sequence of disk-halo models.
Third, the ILR and OLR resonances in the retrograde halos become progressively
more important with increasing  , while the disk shows a decrease in trapping ability
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with the CR and OLR resonances. We quantify this trapping by completing spectral
orbital analysis, and measuring J absorbed or emitted by each of the resonances,
deep in the secular evolution regime. Using the spectral analysis, we also find that
stellar disks inside higher (retrograde)   emit J to the DM halo rather than to the
stellar orbits at larger radii, outside the CR.
Fourth, we analyze the importance of the prograde and retrograde orbits in the
DM halo, and find that they both contribute to the angular momentum transfer.
Specifically, retrograde orbits can become trapped by the stellar bar and reverse their
tangential velocity by gaining J . Becoming prograde, the reversed orbits contribute
to the resonant growth of DM bars.
Finally, we find that the existence of a strong stellar bar is not associated with
a strong DM matter bar. Increasing the fraction of retrograde particles in the halo
precludes the growth of DM bars and reduces their strength. We do find that the
retrograde DM orbits trapped by the stellar bar can reverse their angular momentum
and become prograde, being trapped by the stellar bar. This correlates with the
secular evolution time of stellar bars. Increase in the fraction of prograde orbits
increases the stellar bar strength, as well as the DM bar strength. We can observe this
by tracking the evolution of fraction of retrograde orbits (Figure 5.14) and comparing
the strength of the DM bar (Figure 5.3). At t = 10Gyr, the DM bar in R90 is stronger
than the DM bar in R30 and R60 due to this process. Again, it is important that to
remember that the strength of the DM bars found in the retrograde halos is at most
⇠ 30% the strength of the strongest prograde DM bar (which is found in P90 before
buckling). See Chapter 4 or Figure 5.2.
Disk resonances move to larger radii if the stellar bar stays strong and slows down.
Figure 5.1 shows the evolution in bar strength, length, and bar pattern speed. All
stellar bars become stronger, increase their size, and slow down, which is indicative of
losing angular momentum throughout the evolution. In the bottom row of Figure 5.6,
the angular momentum transfer is not visible at larger radii in the disk, for larger
retrograde  . The OLR in the P00 disk extends to nearly R ⇠ 30 kpc, while there is
no action of angular momentum transfer in the R90 disk beyond R ⇠ 22 kpc. Why
it is so?
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Figure 5.7: The radius which contains 97% of the disk mass for each model. The
P00 disk grows uninhibited with expanding spiral arms while the disks inside the
retrograde halos become successively more restricted in radii even though their bars
continue to grow throughout the simulation—Figure 5.1a.
A the resonances move out, the spectral analysis shows the outer resonances in
the disk become less important in halos of increasing  . The lack of the resonant
response in the outer disk is related directly to the smaller disk size. Having a smaller
stellar disk at the end of the simulation means that the angular momentum lost by
the inner bar-unstable region of the disk inside the CR was not absorbed by the
outer disk. The associated outer resonance, the OLR, can remain strong, but the
amount of material in the outer disk is so small that it cannot absorb the angular
momentum, which as a result was absorbed by the DM halo.
We have attempted to quantify this by measuring the radii that contains 97%
of the stellar material. The measurement is comparable to an observational mea-
surement of the 25th magnitude isophote of the galactic disk, R25, the Holmberg
radius. Figure 5.7 shows how this value is changing with time for each model. While
the P00 disk grows uninhibited, the disk in R90 does not expand after the buck-
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ling phase. This agrees with the results of the orbital spectral analysis (Figure 5.5).
Fewer particles in the disk are trapped at the OLR with increasing   because this
resonance wanders too close to the disk edge where material that can absorb the
angular momentum is nearly absent.
The bar in the P00 disk communicates with the outer disk by driving spiral
arms and moving particles to larger radii as the OLR moves out. The R90 disk
displays very weak spiral arms after buckling. This can be verified in Figure 5.8. As
the angular momentum lost by the stellar bar is not going to the outer disk and
expanding it, it is the DM halo instead that absorbs J . The lack of the outer spiral
arms is observable, and a clear imprint of the parent retrograde halo.
Figure 5.8: Surface density of modeled stellar disks at t = 10Gyr. The limits on the
color map are identical and the contours are logarithmic. With increasing  , the disk
becomes more compact, the spiral arms become less obvious, but the bars remain
strong and of a similar size. This lack of spiral arms is due to change in trapping
ability of the OLR in retrograde models.
We see nearly the same strong stellar bars during the dynamical phase of each
model (i.e., before buckling), but the efficiency of resonant trapping (Figure 5.5 and
areas of angular momentum transfer differ (Figure 5.6). One can expect that the
retrograde halos cannot resonate as strongly as prograde halos with the stellar disk,
and yet we measure about 20% of the halo particles being trapped in every model,
according to Figure 5.5. This means that retrograde halos are at least on par with
the   = 0 halo in terms of the resonant angular momentum transfer.
So an important difference we find in counter-rotating halos, is that stellar disks
inside the faster spinning halos preferentially communicate with the inner halo rather
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Figure 5.9: Evolution of the total angular momentum, J , in the disk. J is in units
of M  km s 1 kpc 1.
than with the outer disk. We plot the 1-D J loss by the disk (Figure 5.9), which is
simpler than the 2-D map in Figure 5.6, and which make it easier to distinguish both
similarities and differences in the total J lost by each disk. In order to calculate the
fraction of angular momentum lost by resonant or nonresonant interactions in the
disk-halo system, we performed the orbital spectral analysis at an additional time
step, at t = 9Gyr. Then measured  J lost by each resonance. We plot the  J
versus ⌫ for the halo and the disk in each model in Figure 5.10.
In Section 5.2.2, we noted that the fraction of halo orbits trapped by the stellar
bar is similar among the retrograde models, at ⇠ 20%, though, the fraction trapped
at each resonance differs from model to model. For example, in the P00 halo, the
most important resonance is the CR. While in the R90 halo the importance of the
ILR, CR, and OLR rival each other. From Figure 5.10, we find that the fraction
of J moved through the resonances for P00, R30, R60 and R90 models, compared
to the total J lost by the disks, is 53%, 39%, 49% and 53%, respectively. This was
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Figure 5.10: Top row: change in the angular momentum,  J , of the halo orbits.
Bottom row: change in the angular momentum,  J , of the disk orbits. Trapping
has been calculated for the three main resonances (ILR, CR, OLR) and for higher
resonances, up to |⌫| = 1.5 (see Figure 5.5 for more details). The  J units are
M  km s 1 kpc 1. Note, the halo and disk y-axes are scaled differently for clarity. We
find that no model dominates in either resonant or nonresonant angular momentum
transfer, though these models move comparable fractions of angular momentum. The
resonances used for transport differ between models (see text for more details). The
times chosen for  J calculation are t = 8Gyr and t = 9Gyr.
performed by combining the information from Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10. These
fractions are illustrated in Figure 5.11 with P00 for comparison. We find that in
prograde models the fraction of J transferred through resonances increases with  ,
while in the retrograde models there is no such trend.
In Collier et al. (2019) [18] and Chapter 4, we found that the fraction of angular
momentum moved by the resonances in each prograde model was on par with the
fraction of prograde particles found in the DM halo. P90 has 88% of particles rotating
with the disk and about 88% of J lost by the disk in that model was moved through
resonances (see Figure 4.16). This is not the case here. We can compare this to R90
which has 12% of particles rotating with the disk — and yet 53% of J lost by the
disk at the time of spectral analysis was moved through resonances. In all of our
models from prograde to retrograde, the stellar bar moves at least ⇠ 40% of J by
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Figure 5.11: Bar chart showing fraction of J exchanged through resonances for all
retrograde models. P90 and P00 are showed for comparison. Note, the turnover
in model R60. The fraction of angular momentum exchanged through resonances
increases.
mean of the resonant angular momentum transfer.
Though R90 is comprised of a majority of retrograde particles, the disk finds a
way to resonate with this DM halo by trapping low-J retrograde DM halo orbits and
turning them into prograde orbits precessing in the opposite direction to the original
one. Hence, they are converted into the low-J prograde DM halo orbits that remain
trapped in the bar. This accounts for the increase in the DM bar strength in R90 in
Figure 5.3 at late times.
The evolution of the z-component of the angular momentum, J
z
, of an orbit that
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experiences reversal, is plotted in Figure 5.12. This DM particle begins the simulation
on a retrograde orbit, but reverses its direction of precession and streaming due to
the interaction with the stellar bar. Figure 5.13 shows the path of this particle in
the live potential (in the bar frame) for three distinct times. Before the bar appears,
this DM orbit is following a very slowly precessing rosette orbit in the retrograde
direction. In two subsequent frames, this particle enters the bar. The orbit has a
small loop where the direction of its precession has been reversed. The orbit remains
trapped by the bar and remains a prograde orbit.
Figure 5.12: Angular momentum of a particle, J
z
, projected on the z-axis, that is
mapped in Figure 5.13. The particle switches its precession and streaming directions
when trapped by the stellar bar.
We now wish to confirm that the orbit reversals take place indeed in the stellar
bar. Figure 5.14 shows the change in the orbital profile of the DM halos through-
out the 10 Gyr evolution. For larger retrograde  , the fraction of orbit reversals
increases, mostly in the inner halo, R < 10Kpc. This can be seen in the second
row of Figure 5.6 as well, where the prograde halo orbits gain more angular momen-
tum for larger  . This allows more halo particles to be trapped in the stellar bar.
Indirectly, this is confirmed by the behavior of the ILR in retrograde halos, where
this resonance becomes very prominent (Figure 5.10). In the R90 halo, the ILR is
the most important resonance, with the largest value of  J , and is positioned deep
inside the bar. In the disk, the CR and OLR becoming less important and instead
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Figure 5.13: The DM orbit associated with Figure 5.12, evolved for three revolutions
taken in the live potential. Before the stellar bar appears (left frame), during the
strong bar (middle frame), and after the bar recovers from buckling, i.e., during the
secular evolution (right frame). The CW arrow shows the direction of precession of
this orbit before the bar instability. This direction reverses between the first and
second frames. This particle is trapped by the stellar bar in the last two frames.
Figure 5.14: Ratio of retrograde to prograde particle number for the inner halo,
R < 30 kpc, |z| < 10 kpc, at two representative time steps, at t = 0 (solid line) and
t = 10Gyr (dotted line), along the (counter-rotating)   sequence.
of moving J to the outer disk, the ILR is preferentially moving J to the DM halo by
reversing orbits like the one shown in Figure 5.13.
Figure 5.14 displays the radial distribution of these reversed and now prograde
particles for two time steps. This can be compared to Figure 5.4, which shows the
total fraction of retrograde particles in the same region of the inner halo, as function
of time. It confirms that the majority of reversed particles are located at small radii,
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where the stellar bar dominates. The number of reversals increases with  , which
in principle can compensate for the smaller fraction of prograde orbits in retrograde
halos at t = 0. The increased number of reversals can allow the stellar bar to maintain
it’s constant trapping efficiency in retrograde halos.
We note that the increase in the fraction of the prograde particles has little effect
on the value of  , which is a global property of DM halos. For example, in R90, we
observe the largest number of particle reversals (and the largest gain of J over 10 Gyr
for any model). But   decreases only from   = 0.09026 at t = 0Gyr to   = 0.09021
at t = 10Gyr, which is negligible.
5.4 Conclusions
We have performed a high-resolution study of stellar bars and associated DM re-
sponse in retrograde spinning DM halos, with   ⇠ 0 0.09. We find that evolution of
stellar bars in retrograde halos differs substantially from that in the prograde halos.
Moreover, we find that the DM response to the stellar bar perturbation in retrograde
halos differs as well from their prograde counterparts. We have analyzed the orbital
structure and the angular momentum transfer in these disk-halo systems, in order to
emphasize the role of the resonances in transferring the angular momentum there.
Over the next few paragraphs, the most interesting conclusions are reviewed.
We find that the bar instability is slowed down with increasing (counter-rotating)
 . Together with the prograde models, they form a monotonic sequence. The bar
instability tiemscales is shortest for prograde spinning halos and increasing with
increasing retrograde  .
Next, and probably the most dramatic difference between the prograde and retro-
grade models, is in the secular evolution of the stellar bars. While increasing prograde
  ultimately damps the stellar bars, which nearly dissolve, leaving a weak oval dis-
tortion, increasing the retrograde halo spin has only a minor effect on the stellar bar
evolution. We quantified the rate of the angular momentum transfer from the stellar
disk to the DM halo, and analyzed the effect of the prograde and retrograde orbits
in this process.
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We find that in halos with large  , the stellar disks show signs of only weak
spiral arms, which is related to the lack of particles resonating at the OLR. This
result was confirmed by the spectral analysis. When comparing the disks sizes, both
prograde and retrograde models of larger   show smaller disks. In fact, the P00 model
with   = 0 has the largest disk and most prominent spiral arms at the end of the
simulation. In prograde models it is because the bar dissolves after buckling which
prevents the movement of angular momentum to the outer disk. In the retrograde
models, it is because the OLR is less active and the disk does not expand absorbing
the angular momentum.
In all retrograde halos the stellar bar size shows healthy growth at all times. The
R90 stellar bar is ⇠ 80% the length of the P00 stellar bar. This is unlike the prograde
series, where stellar bar growth saturates with  .
The strength of the DM response varies with time in retrograde models. Because
the fraction of prograde orbits has increased in the inner 30 kpc of the DM halo (due
to the orbital reversals), the DM bar signal grows. At t = 10Gyr, the strongest DM
response happens in P00 model, followed by R90, R60 and then R30. As implied in
Figure 5.2, the DM bar response seen in retrograde halos is just a fraction of that
appearing in the prograde DM halos. In Chapter 4, we have shown that a strong
stellar bar is accompanied by a strong DM bar. But here, we find that this is not
necessarily the case for the retrograde models. Disks inside retrograde halos display
strong bars at late times, but the DM response is quite minimal when compared to
the DM bars found in prograde halos.
Next, the efficiency of resonance trapping of the DM orbits by the stellar bar does
not change with  , and remains at ⇠ 20% of the sampled orbits. This percentage
includes the main resonances, the ILR, CR and the OLR. We invoked the spectral
analysis and found that the importance of individual resonances changes with  . In
P00, the most important resonance for the DM halo is the CR followed by the OLR.
As spin is increased the CR loses importance with the OLR and, more notable,
the ILR gaining importance. In the R90 model, all three major resonances trap
approximately the same fraction of DM particles. One of the most compelling results
obtained from this analysis is the loss of importance of the CR resonance in retrograde
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halos, which has not been seen before.
The change in trapping affects how angular momentum is transferred from stellar
disk to parent DM halo. We find that all retrograde DM halos exclusively gain J
from the stellar disk. This is a stark comparison to the prograde halos which had
regions of angular momentum loss. A second maximum of angular momentum gain
appears increasingly important along the   sequence (see Figure 5.6). This feature is
located at R< 5 kpc which through orbital analysis we were able to match this large
gain in J to the orbit reversals which are trapped by the bar at the ILR and gain
angular momentum from the stellar bar. This is confirmed in the measurement of
resonant  J in Figure 5.10.
An interesting corollary of this analysis is that all retrograde halos absorb between
40-50% of the angular momentum lost by the disk through resonant transfer. The
rest of the J lost by the disk during this time was not accounted for when measured
by spectral analysis and must be lost through other, non-resonant’, means. Analysis
of the prograde models indicates that the fraction of J lost by the disk via resonances
increases with the fraction of prograde orbits. A floor seems to exist for the amount
of J lost through the resonances by the disk — all retrograde halos gain the same
amount of J via resonances as the P00 model.
By studying orbits that start the simulation as retrograde ones, and become
prograde when interacting with the bar; we track one way that the bar is able
to transfer J through resonance with a largely retrograde halo. The low angular
momentum DM orbits that are reversed are all located in or near the stellar bar and
gain J .
As stellar bars are the prime internal factor which drives the galaxy evolution,
they warrant a very careful numerical study. The steady interest in the stellar bar
evolution over the last few decades is due to their ability to link the DM halo to
the stellar disk through angular momentum transfer. Studying dynamics of the
disk-halo systems consistently reveals new effects which are important for galaxy
evolution. Through careful study, we begin to understand observational corollaries
of how exactly stellar bars affect the dynamics of the inner DM halo.
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Chapter 6 Conclusions and Future Work
Galactic dynamics is a fascinating subject that has been studied for a long time.
Still a large number of open questions remains. Evolution of the disk+halo systems
presented here are impossible to solve analytically, and we must rely on a computa-
tionally intense approach to evolve models. For example, the stellar bar instability
was first seen in simulations [37], and there is still no analytic theory to predict when
the bar will form. More research raises more unsolved questions. Why are chaotic
orbits so important to bars? What predicts the timescale of the buckling instability?
Why do some bars have a second buckling and some do not?
As we learn more about the initial conditions of DM halos from high resolution
cosmological simulations it is important to account for this new knowledge when
researching isolated systems. By ignoring halo rotation, simulations have missed the
effect on stellar bar dissolution presented in this thesis. This simple addition of halo
spin makes strides toward explaining the long standing problem in understanding
the unbarred branch of the Hubble Tuning Fork diagram.
The work presented here tackles a number of specific questions only, and many
open questions remain. Future simulations will study a larger parameter space of
angular momentum distribution in DM halos. Here we have focused only on a small
fraction of possible initial conditions. The angular momentum distribution presented
in these simulations is representative of the distribution found in cosmological simu-
lations and, therefore, we expect this effect to be robust — but this must be tested
by exploring the available parameter space. Further future work will analyze more
realistic cosmological galaxy models that include the gas component. The interaction
we find between the DM and stellar disk is a resonant one and as the gas is collisional
and acts on time scales shorter than resonant interactions take place, we expect this
not to have a large effect.
The field of galactic dynamics is far from being a closed subject. As we learn
more from observations and massive high resolution numerical simulations, we can
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start to address long standing questions like the one discussed in this work.
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